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Gravitas: Revealed: How P6zer blackmails countries for shots
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In late February 2021, The Bureau of Investigative Journalism reported  that P?zer was demanding

countries put up sovereign assets as collateral for expected vaccine injury lawsuits resulting from

its COVID-19 inoculation. While at least two countries, Argentina and Brazil, initially rejected the

demands, calling them abusive, many others accepted P?zer's terms from the start.

Public Citizen has now reviewed and published the secret contracts  between P?zer and Albania,

Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Dominican Republic, the European Commission, Peru, the U.S. and the U.K.

These contracts reveal nations have handed over unprecedented power to P?zer. In virtually all

scenarios, P?zer's interests come ?rst.

P/zer Is Calling the Shots

Public Citizen points out six ways in which nations are allowing P?zer to call the shots. For

example, Albania, Brazil and Colombia have handed over unilateral authority to the company for the

delivery schedule and other key decisions. As reported by Public Citizen:

"As a condition to entering into the agreement, the Colombian government is required to

'demonstrate, in a manner satisfactory to Suppliers, that Suppliers and their a=liates will

have adequate protection, as determined in Suppliers' sole discretion' … from liability

claims.

Colombia is required to certify to PBzer the value of the contingent obligations (i.e.,

potential future liability), and to start appropriating funds to cover the contingent

obligations, according to a contribution program."

P?zer also maintains tight control over vaccine supplies, and dictates who can buy their vaccine,

when, and who can give and receive vaccine donations. If there are shortages, P?zer decides which

countries get priority.

Bypassing P?zer can be costly. For example, if Brazil were to accept vaccine donations from

another country without P?zer's approval, the company can terminate the contract and force Brazil

to pay the full prize for all remaining contracted doses. Meanwhile, P?zer incurs no penalty if its

delivery is late, even if it's so late that the shots are no longer needed.

Some countries, including Brazil, Chile, Colombia, the Dominican Republic and Peru, also ended up

agreeing to P?zer's demand to put up sovereign assets as collateral for vaccine injury lawsuits,

including bank reserves, military bases and embassy buildings.

In short, theses governments are guaranteeing P?zer will be compensated for any expenses

resulting from injury lawsuits against it, so the company won't lose a dime if its COVID shot injures

people — even if those injuries are the result of negligent company practices, fraud or malice!

At the same time, government purchasers must acknowledge that the effectiveness and safety of

the shots are completely unknown. This is the ultimate corporate male?cence, using their leverage

to force the kill shot down these countries' throats and avoiding any personal responsibility for

damages.

Secret Arbitration

The contracts also dictate how contractual disputes will be settled. As reported by Public Citizen:

"What happens if the United Kingdom cannot resolve a contractual dispute with PBzer? A

secret panel of three private arbitrators — not a U.K court — is empowered under the

contract to make the Bnal decision. The arbitration is conducted under the Rules of

Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC). Both parties are required to

keep everything secret:

'The Parties agree to keep conBdential the existence of the arbitration, the arbitral

proceedings, the submissions made by the Parties and the decisions made by the arbitral

tribunal, including its awards, except as required by Law and to the extent not already in the

public domain.'

The Albania draft contract and Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Dominican Republic, and Peru

agreements require the governments to go further, with contractual disputes subject to ICC

arbitration applying New York law. While ICC arbitration involving states is not uncommon,

disputes involving high-income countries and/or pharmaceuticals appear to be relatively

rare …

Private arbitration reYects an imbalance of power. It allows pharmaceutical corporations

like PBzer to bypass domestic legal processes. This consolidates corporate power and

undermines the rule of law."

P/zer Secured Intellectual Property Rights

Amazingly, the contracts not only secure P?zer's intellectual property rights, but should P?zer be

found guilty of stealing the intellectual property rights of others, some of the contracts shift the

responsibility away from P?zer onto the government purchasers! What this means is that P?zer can

steal the intellectual property of others without consequence in at least four countries.

"For example, if another vaccine maker sued PBzer for patent infringement in Colombia, the

contract requires the Colombian government to foot the bill," Public Citizen writes.  "PBzer

also explicitly says that it does not guarantee that its product does not violate third-party IP,

or that it needs additional licenses.

PBzer takes no responsibility in these contracts for its potential infringement of intellectual

property. In a sense, PBzer has secured an IP waiver for itself. But internationally, PBzer is

Bghting similar efforts to waive IP barriers for all manufacturers."

P/zer Given Right to Silence Government

Perhaps most egregious of all, some of the contracts give P?zer the right to muzzle government. In

Brazil, government oZcials are prohibited from making "any public announcement concerning the

existence, subject matter or terms of [the] Agreement" without the written consent of the company.

The gag order also includes commenting on the government's relationship with P?zer in general.

Similar nondisclosure provisions are included in the contracts with the European Commission and

the U.S. government. The only difference, Public Citizen notes, is that the nondisclosure rules apply

to both parties.

P/zer Can Prevent Use of Other Remedies

Equally shocking, though, is that countries are forced to follow through on their vaccine orders even

if other drugs or treatments emerge that can prevent, treat or cure COVID-19.  Is it any wonder,

then, that governments around the world have suppressed the use of drugs like hydroxychloroquine

and ivermectin?

If these drugs were allowed to be used and could be proven to work, the COVID injections would be

completely unnecessary, yet governments are on the hook for hundreds of millions of doses. While

COVID-19 vaccines are "free" to receive in the U.S., they're being paid for by taxpayer dollars at a

rate of $19.50 per dose. In Albania, the cost of each dose is $12, and in the EU, $14.70.

In the case of the price disparity between the U.S. and the EU, P?zer is said to have given a price

break to the EU because it ?nancially supported the development of their COVID-19 vaccine.

P/zer — Master of Disaster Pro/teering

going broke tweet

As noted Public Citizen, P?zer is being allowed to pro?t from this self-incicted global disaster in

unprecedented ways. In many instances, a nation's laws will not apply to P?zer.

These secret contracts grant P?zer total control over its product and ensures full payment,

regardless of whether the shots are needed or usable, while simultaneously eliminating all liability.

In short, P?zer wins, no matter what the outcome of the vaccination campaign might be.

At the same time, P?zer is also controlling media through its advertising dollars. As you've probably

realized by now, media companies in most instances will not report on anything that might

jeopardize the pro?ts of its advertisers.

As illustrated in the short video above, it couldn't be more obvious that P?zer is bankrolling the

media, which in turn will refuse to bite the hand that feeds it. You can see the wide spectrum of

media programming being sponsored by P?zer, including "Nightline," "Making a Difference," "CNN

Tonight," "Early Start," "Erin Burnett Out Front," "This Week with George Stephanopoulos," "CBS

Sports," "Meet the Press," "CBS This Morning" and "60 Minutes."

P/zer Study Shows Increased Mortality

The terms of these contracts are all the more disturbing when you consider how dangerous the

P?zer shot is turning out to be. No wonder the company refused to accept any liability.

As shown in the video above, Episode 3 in "The False Narrative Takedown Series"  by Steve Kirsch,

P?zer's own Phase 3 six-month trial  showed the shots increased all-cause mortality. More people

actually died in the treatment group than in the placebo group.

According to P?zer's own data, one COVID death per 20,000 fully vaccinated individuals is

prevented. That means 10,000 lives are saved if 200 million are fully vaccinated.

But how many lives are lost from the shots? This is the other side of the equation that simply

demands to be analyzed before any governmental authority can make a decision as to whether the

mass vaccination campaign is of bene?t or not.

Here, we ?nd that P?zer's data  show the shots are actually killing more than they save. To look at

this information yourself, click on "Supplementary Material" on the right-hand side of the paper,

then, beside Supplementary Appendix, click on supplements/261159 and scroll down to page 12,

Table S4.

In the vaccine group, 15 died; in the placebo group 14 died. Two people died from COVID-19 in the

placebo group, while only one died from COVID pneumonia in the vaccine group. That's how you get

a net false positive impact — one life is spared from COVID. However, the all-cause mortality was

actually higher in the vaccine group (15, compared to 14).

So, while the shots saved one person from dying from COVID, they also killed one extra person. So,

the net effect is nil. There's no mortality bene?t at all. Other investigations using different data

strongly suggest the net effect is profoundly negative, and the shots are doing FAR more harm than

good.

We Face Looming Vaccine-Induced Public Health Catastrophe

For this, Kirsch cites a paper  by Dr. Bart Classen, published in the August 2021 issue of the journal

Trends in Internal Medicine. Classen points out that P?zer, Moderna and Janssen are all using a

"dangerously misleading" clinical trial design. The problem is that they're all using a surrogate

endpoint for health, namely "severe infections with COVID-19."

Disease speci?c primary endpoints are no longer used in many ?elds of medicine, for the fact that

it can hide problems. If a person dies from the treatment or is severely injured by it, even if the

treatment helped block the progression of the disease they're being treated for, the end result is still

a negative one.

For this reason, the appropriate endpoint that should be used is all-cause mortality and morbidity.

When Classen reexamined the clinical trial data from all three manufacturers using all-cause severe

morbidity as the endpoint, a disturbing picture emerged.

“ … it is all but a certainty that mass COVID-19
immunization is hurting the health of the
population in general. Scientific principles dictate
that the mass immunization with COVID-19
vaccines must be halted immediately because we
face a looming vaccine induced public health
catastrophe. ~ Dr. Bart Classen”

As explained by Classen in his paper, "US COVID-19 Vaccines Proven to Cause More Harm than

Good Based on Pivotal Clinical Trial Data Analyzed Using the Proper Scienti?c Endpoint, 'All Cause

Severe Morbidity'":

"'All-cause severe morbidity' in the treatment group and control group was calculated by

adding all severe events reported in the clinical trials. Severe events included both severe

infections with COVID-19 and all other severe adverse events in the treatment arm and

control arm respectively.

This analysis gives reduction in severe COVID-19 infections the same weight as adverse

events of equivalent severity. Results prove that none of the vaccines provide a health

beneBt and all pivotal trials show a statistically signiBcant increase in 'all-cause severe

morbidity' in the vaccinated group compared to the placebo group.

The Moderna immunized group suffered 3,042 more severe events than the control group.

The PBzer data was grossly incomplete but data provided showed the vaccination group

suffered 90 more severe events than the control group, when only including 'unsolicited'

adverse events.

The Janssen immunized group suffered 264 more severe events than the control group.

These Bndings contrast the manufacturers' inappropriate surrogate endpoints:

Janssen claims that their vaccine prevents 6 cases of severe COVID-19 requiring medical

attention out of 19,630 immunized; PBzer claims their vaccine prevents 8 cases of severe

COVID-19 out of 21,720 immunized; Moderna claims its vaccine prevents 30 cases of

severe COVID-19 out of 15,210 immunized.

Based on this data it is all but a certainty that mass COVID-19 immunization is hurting the

health of the population in general. ScientiBc principles dictate that the mass immunization

with COVID-19 vaccines must be halted immediately because we face a looming vaccine

induced public health catastrophe."

To make the above numbers more clear and obvious, here are the prevention stats in percentages:

P?zer 0.00036%

Moderna 0.00125%

Janssen 0.00030%

CDC Claims COVID Shots Lower All-Cause Mortality

Despite all of that, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention now claims Americans

"vaccinated" against COVID-19 have lower all-cause mortality rates.  As reported by Forbes:

"Partially and fully vaccinated people died from non-coronavirus causes at a lower rate

than their unvaccinated peers, according to the study,  which looked at millions of patients

at seven U.S. health organizations from December to July.

All three vaccines approved by U.S. regulators were tied to lower non-COVID death rates,

though the difference in mortality among people who took Johnson & Johnson's vaccine

was slightly smaller than for recipients of PBzer or Moderna's vaccines …

This result suggests the vaccines don't increase a patient's risk of death, which 'reinforces

the safety proBle of currently approved COVID-19 vaccines,' the study said."

FDA Approves Jab for Young Children

techno fog tweet

October 26, 2021, the FDA unanimously voted to grant emergency use approval of the COVID shots

for children between the ages of 5 and 11.  This despite acknowledging they have no idea what the

long-term risk to children might be. As noted by one voting member, "We're never going to learn

about how safe the vaccine is until we start giving it."

All we have at present is two P?zer trials, one in which 5- to 11-year-olds were followed for two

months and another with just six weeks of follow-up. Both were too small to detect potential risks

such as myocarditis. That won't be studied until AFTER the shot is authorized for children. As

reported by The Defender:

"Experts raised concerns over the lack of safety and e=cacy data presented by PBzer for

use of its COVID vaccine in younger children, and they pointed to increasing safety signals

based on reports to the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS). They also

questioned the need to vaccinate children — whose risk of dying from COVID is "almost nil"

— at all.

According to Dr. Meryl Nass, member of the Children's Health Defense ScientiBc Advisory

Panel, PBzer once again did not use all of the children who participated in the trial in their

safety study.

'Three thousand children received PBzer's COVID vaccine, but only 750 children were

selectively included in the company's safety analysis,' Nass said.

'Studies in the 5-11 age group are essentially the same as the 12-15 group — in other

words, equally brief and unsatisfying, with inadequate safety data and e=cacy data, with

no strong support for why this type of immuno-bridging analysis is su=cient … All serious

adverse events were considered unrelated to the vaccine' …

Dr. Jessica Rose, viral immunologist and biologist, told the panel EUA of biological agents

requires the existence of an emergency and the nonexistence of alternate treatment. 'There

is no emergency and COVID-19 is exceedingly treatable,' Rose said.

In a peer-reviewed study  co-authored by Rose, myocarditis rates were signiBcantly higher

in people 13 to 23 years old within eight weeks of the COVID vaccine rollout. In 12- to15-

year-olds, Rose said, reported cases of myocarditis were 19 times higher than background

rates …

Rose said tens of thousands of reports have been submitted to VAERS for children ages 0

to 18. Rose explained: 'In this age group, 60 children have died — 23 of them were less than

2 years old. It is disturbing to note that 'product administered to patient of inappropriate

age' was Bled 5,510 times in this age group. Two children were inappropriately injected,

presumably by a trained medical professional, and subsequently died.'"

During the meeting, Dr. Cody Meissner noted we don't know whether the shot is safe for this age

group, and the risk of COVID is extremely low. If the shot is authorized, mandates will likely follow,

which would be "bad."

Brownstone Institute is also objecting to the authorization. In an October 20, 2021, article,  Paul

Elias Alexander, Ph.D., a former assistant professor of evidence-based medicine and research

methods, called the plan to vaccinate young children "absolutely reckless" and "dangerous based

on lack of safety data and poor research methodology."

Meanwhile, data show not a single child has died from COVID-19 who did not have a serious

underlying health condition. Alexander reviews a lot of that data in his article.

Staggering ConPicts of Interest

When you look at the roster of the FDA’s committee members  who reviewed and voted to

authorize the P?zer shot for children as young as 5, the unanimous “yes” vote becomes less of a

mystery. As reported by National File,  they have staggering concicts of interest. Members include:

Gregg Sylvester — A former vice president of P?zer Vaccines

Arnold S. Monto — A paid P?zer consultant

Archana Chatterjee — A recent P?zer research grant recipient

Myron Levine — Mentor to Raphael Simon, senior director of vaccine research and development

at P?zer

James Hidreth — President of Meharry Medical College, which administers P?zer vaccines

Geeta Swamy — Chair of the Independent Data Monitoring Committee for the P?zer Group B

Streptococcus Vaccine Program

Steven Pergam — Proudly photographed taking a P?zer vaccine

Several people who are already on the record supporting coronavirus vaccines for children,

including Ofer Levy, Jay Portnoy and Melinda Wharton

In addition to that, former FDA commissioner Scott Gottlieb is currently on P?zer’s board of

directors.

FDA Buries Data on Seriously Injured Children

With these shots now being pushed on young children, it's more imperative than ever to understand

how data are being massaged and manipulated to support the ongoing lunacy. Of particular

concern is evidence that the U.S. Food and Drug Administration is burying data on children who

were seriously injured in the vaccine trials. As reported by Aaron Siri on Substack:

"PBzer's clinical trial for children aged 12-15 included only 1,131 children who were

vaccinated and at least one of those children suffered a devastating, life-altering injury

which, despite incontrovertible proof and the cries of both the victim and her parents, has

not been appropriately acknowledged by PBzer or the FDA.

Putting aside that one serious injury in a small trial should alone raise blaring alarm bells,

one must ask: what other serious adverse events have been hidden and ignored by

regulators?"

Siri tells the story of 12-year-old Maddie de Garay, who along with her two brothers were enrolled by

her parents in P?zer's clinical trial. That decision has changed the lives of the entire family, possibly

forever. Within 24 hours of her second dose, Maddie suffered crippling pain and systemic injuries.

Maddie is now wheelchair-bound and requires a feeding tube. P?zer's principal investigator initially

claimed Maddie's injuries were unrelated to the shot and treated her as a mental patient. Eventually,

her injury was listed as "functional abdominal pain" in P?zer's report to the FDA.

"For a virus that rarely harms children, the need to assure safety of the Covid-19 vaccine is

high. A study with only 1,131 children is underpowered. It will not pick up anything but the

most common adverse events.

If what Maddie suffered will occur in 1/1,000 children, that would result in 75,000 children

in this country suffering this serious injury. If it happens 1/10,000 children, that is 7,500

suffering this serious injury.

It could be that the cure is worse than the disease. But that will only be known if there is a

properly powered (a.k.a., sized) clinical trial with children," Siri writes, adding that:

"International scientists have declared that 'inadequately powered studies should

themselves be considered a breach of ethical standards.'  Without a clinical trial of

su=cient size that reviews all potential adverse events, such as that experienced by

Maddie, for a su=cient duration, this potentially catastrophic result will not be identiBed

prior to authorization or licensure …

The real lesson is not that pharmaceutical companies, or the FDA should act better or do a

better job. That just won't always be the case. The real lesson is that civil and individual

rights should never be contingent upon a medical procedure. Never.

Preserving those rights to choose whether to get a medical product, without any

government coercion, is the Bnal and ultimate safeguard.

Removing that right results in dangerous authoritarianism because just as the FDA will not

admit to Maddie's serious injury after having promoted this vaccine, politicians that

mandate the vaccine will not want to later admit a mistake by repealing the mandate."

FDA Sued to Access COVID Jab Trial Data

We're now in a position where it's near-impossible for many to refuse the COVID jab, and if injured,

they cannot sue anyone for damages. Adding insult to injury, we don't even have access to all the

data governments are supposedly relying on to mandate these hazardous products.

To address this last point, an organization called Public Health and Medical Professionals for

Transparency (PHMPT) is now suing  the FDA after the agency refused to release the data on

which it based its decision to approve Comirnaty.

The FDA denied the PHMPT request for expedited processing of its Freedom of Information Act

(FOIA) request on the basis that no "imminent threat to the life or physical safety of an individual"

existed. Per the complaint:

"… in an effort to ensure that the FDA acts in furtherance of its commitment to

transparency, PHMPT seeks to obtain the data and information relied upon by the FDA to

license the PBzer Vaccine.

The importance of releasing to the public this information is also recognized under federal

law which provides that: 'After a license has been issued, the following data and

information in the biological product Ble are immediately available for public disclosure

unless extraordinary circumstances are shown: (1) All safety and effectiveness data and

information. (2) A protocol for a test or study …'"
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P/zer Is Calling the Shots to Jab Kids
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola % Fact Checked

Public Citizen has reviewed and published the secret contracts between P?zer and Albania, Brazil, Colombia, Chile, Dominican Republic, the

European Commission, Peru, the U.S. and the U.K. The contracts reveal nations have handed over unprecedented power to P?zer, and in

virtually all scenarios, P?zer’s interests come ?rst

&

Some countries, including Brazil, Chile, Colombia, the Dominican Republic and Peru, have put up sovereign assets as collateral for vaccine

injury lawsuits, including bank reserves, military bases and embassy buildings

&

The contracts not only secure P?zer’s intellectual property rights, but should P?zer be found guilty of stealing the intellectual property rights

of others, some of the contracts shift the responsibility onto the government purchasers. P?zer can steal the intellectual property of others

without consequence in at least four countries

&

The contracts also give P?zer the right to muzzle government. In Brazil, government oZcials are prohibited from making “any public

announcement concerning the existence, subject matter or terms of [the] Agreement” without the written consent of the company. Similar

nondisclosure provisions are included in the contracts with the European Commission and the U.S. government. The only difference is that

the nondisclosure rules apply to both parties

&

October 26, 2021, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration voted to extend the emergency use of P?zer’s COVID jab for children aged 5

through 11. Experts warn this is reckless and unnecessary, and will do far more harm than good, as COVID-19 poses no risk to young

children

&
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'Just Say No' to the COVID Shot

While U.S. authorities are doing their best to hide incriminating data and manipulating the rest to

show some sort of bene?t, common sense, medical facts and available data all point in the

opposite direction. It's crystal clear to me that children do not need the COVID shot, as their risk of

serious COVID-19 infection and death is virtually nonexistent.

On the other hand, children are quite likely to be seriously injured by these injections. The reason

you're not getting the truth from the media is explained by Dr. Peter McCullough in the video above.

In short, it's a planned propaganda campaign — "the promotion of false information by the people in

charge."

According to McCullough, anyone under the age of 50 has a less than 1% chance of a bad outcome

if they come down with COVID-19. "Why would you take the vaccine?" he asks. "My advice," he says,

"is just say no to this [shot], especially young people who are not at risk."

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a new

social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

3,739 ratings

ORDER NOW
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It is a crime against humanity to vaccinate children and young people, but P?zer only thinks about its bene?ts and with its revolving doors

in the FDA committee it has obtained an approval of its poison with a view to increasing its pro?ts and that of the members of said

committee. It is money in exchange for the suffering of the families who will see their children fall ill. P?zer has used its position as a

producer of one of the major COVID-19 vaccines to "silence governments, accelerate supply, shift risk and maximize pro?ts" through

secret contracts with countries around the world, according to a report. from Public Citizen published Tuesday.

SECRET VACCINE CONTRACTS REVEAL HOW PFIZER STRONG-ARMED GOVERNMENTS TO MAXIMIZE PROFITS

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-vaccine-contracts-p?zer-max..   Children and young people are the ones who have suffered

the most from the draconian measures of con?nement and masks and now they want to inject them with a biological weapon with

serious consequences for their health. To “vaccinate” young people and children, whose mortality risk is extremely low, is to make them

slaves of the Pharmaceutical Ma?a for the rest of their lives. Rare problems with blood clots (J&J vaccine) and myocarditis

(incammation of the heart muscle, P?zer and Moderna) have occurred in younger people, and additional, equally serious problems are

sure to be found.

‘UNCONSCIONABLE’: PFIZER, MODERNA TO RAKE IN COMBINED $ 93 BILLION IN 2022 COVID VACCINE SALES

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/air?nity-p?zer-moderna-billions-..   PANDEMIC CREATED 130 NEW BILLIONAIRES, $ 2.1 TRILLION

IN NEW WEALTH, WHILE MILLIONS SUFFERED childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/covid-pandemic-billionaires-trilli..
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The ?rst thing is to do no harm. Governments will be responsible for this crime, schools, university presidents or business leaders

should not impose a medical intervention that causes damage to their health, also knowing that Covid-19 in children are mostly

asymptomatic, and produce immunity natural probably for life. It would be a crime to vaccinate children every 6 months and

require their immunity passport. 22 STUDIES AND REPORTS RAISE DOUBTS ABOUT COVID VACCINE EFFICACY AND

VACCINATING CHILDREN childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/studies-reports-covid-vaccine-eZ..  

17-YEAR-OLD DEVELOPS MULTISYSTEM INFLAMMATORY SYNDROME AND MYOCARDITIS AFTER PFIZER VACCINE, REPORT

SHOWS childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/teen-multisystem-incammatory-synd..   Even a Harvard Medical School professor of

medicine Martin Kulldorff warned that children should not be vaccinated against the Wuhan coronavirus: “I don't think children

should be vaccinated against COVID. COVID is not much of a threat to children, "he told the" American Thought Leaders Program."

“They can get infected, just like they can get the common cold, but they are not much of a threat. They don't die from this, except in

very rare circumstances. Kulldorf said children are more likely to get serious illnesses or die from the cu than from COVID-19. The

teacher cited Sweden as an example: “During the ?rst wave in spring 2020, which hit Sweden heavily, the country decided to keep

nurseries and schools open to all children aged 1 to 15 years. And there are 1.8 million of those children who went through the ?rst

wave without vaccines, of course, without masks, without any kind of distancing in schools, "said Kulldorff.

www.theepochtimes.com/children-shouldnt-get-covid-19-vaccines-kulldorf..  (October 26, 2021)
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This is all you need to see Guillermou, from  the now reforming Jimmy Dore:

wirralinittogether.blog/2021/10/30/do-p?zer-have-any-undue-incuence-..
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This is all you need to see Guillermou, from  the now reforming Jimmy Dore:

wirralinittogether.blog/2021/10/30/do-p?zer-have-any-undue-incuence-..
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Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM
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What I ?nd ironic is that just yesterday Henry Makow published a ?ne article on the great bene?ts of using chlorine dioxide as a

means to throttle the Covid complex. 2 days using this stuff and patients made full recoveries. P?zer is heavily politicized, the

ultimate bane of our lives and government. Why do we tolerate the likes of people like Dr Gottlieb who are on many corporate

boards while being government operatives prior to their stints in capitalism? We don't have a legitimate president, we have a

blatant apparatchik masquerading as a "public servant". Doug Casey's outstanding columns called International Man are extremely

worthwhile reading while being very informative. Good people do exist, but the bad boys occupy top rungs of these fascistic

corporations who are in bed with the gubbermint. We are simply too tolerant of these swine  in government.  George Carlin had it

right- they own you and have zero regard for you.....
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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P?zer seems to have everything sealed up, what with corruption and blackmail. I can't see an end to this. What can stop this

vaccine madness. In the UK there are now ?rms looking to employ people for the vaccine passport roll out. In Scotland it has

already started for social events like nightclubs, restraunts and events of more than a certain number of people but according to

our ?rst minister (monster) there will be others added. Now in Glasgow we have the corrupt leaders and politicians and all their

minders and bodyguards invading for COP26 for the Green Climate change meeting, which could easily have been a zoom meeting

instead of cying in all these heads of state and causing more pollution just for a jolly at the tax payers expense. I am in need of

hope.
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Oh my goodness, important details and views you come across following some one else's link or heading down yet another rabbit

hole. Steve Kirsh, remember him? MIT grad, multiple or serial entrepreneur, He was one of the 3 participants in that 2 1/2 hr long

Dark Horse interview where Dr. Robert Malone showed up on the scene, and more recently, Steve presented to one of the FDA

panels reviewing the booster shots earlier this fall.

Steve posted this report/review on Oct 31 which digs into safety response or lack thereof, like you will never believe this.  Here's

the link:  Steve Kirsch Calls for CDC’s VAERS Lead Analyst to be FIRED! 10/31/2021 - www.bitchute.com/.../yXdefZSuI2se  - seems

It only takes 1 or 2 bad eggs to poison everyone and everything. (I think Steve has been communicating closely with Dr. Jessica

Rose who is a VAERS data expert.) Here's the link again: www.bitchute.com/.../yXdefZSuI2se
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Gui- Here is an interesting article on how the elite/self absorbed of themselves call Ivermectin a miracle drug when they use it but

when the general public wants access to the drug it is portrayed by the media as "Horse Dewormer"

www.naturalnews.com/2021-10-31-ivermectin-is-horse-dewormer-for-regula..
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You are right, Bahmio. As was George Carlin. They have zero regard for human lives. Yet so many imagine that big government and

organizations like the CDC, the FDA, and people they see on TV have their best interests at heart. That they know and love them as

individuals and care if they get ill. Now that truly is delusional. Far more out-of-touch than the belief in lizard people.
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Thanks Paul, yes, P?zer controls the media, so it is deceiving people who come like sheep to the injection. How different it would

be if the producer of Ivermectin paid for the news! Remember also that the former vice president and scienti?c director of P?zer,

Michael Yeadon, told Frontline Doctors of the United States that a Reuters article on "fact-checking" that quali?es his statements

as "disinformation" is "a mixture of men of straw and pure invention"- Again Reuters called Yeadon an "anti-vax proponent" who

"has made unsubstantiated claims." Drawing on an entity that calls itself "Meedan's Health Desk, a group of public health scientists

working to tackle medical misinformation online," Reuters "fact check" addresses Yeadon's statements about asymptomatic

spread. , variants, the COVID-19 vaccine and its use. in pregnancy.

www.globalresearch.ca/former-p?zer-vp-answers-reuters-fact-checker-pa..
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Yes, bahmi0, Japanese researchers have con?rmed that chlorine dioxide, also known as Miracle Mineral Solution or MMS, is a safe

and effective remedy for Covid-19. An article published in the Annals of Pharmacology and Pharmaceutics explains how MMS

blocks the spike proteins associated with SARS-CoV-2 that are said to bind to human receptors such as angiotensin converting

enzyme 2 (ACE2), allowing it to be form disease. "Chlorine dioxide (ClO2) is a powerful disinfectant known to inactivate viruses

and bacteria," reveals the abstract of the study.

"The powerful disinfecting action of DC (chlorine dioxide) against microbes is due to its strong oxidative activity against proteins,"

the study explains. "In addition, the safe and permissible concentrations of CD are well documented."

www.remedypublications.com/open-access/inhibition-of-the-binding-of-va..  Dr. Manuel Aparicio told The New American in an

interview this summer all about chlorine dioxide and its potential use as a treatment for the Chinese. virus. During the early days of

the plandemic, the Sacramento Regional Transit District was using chlorine dioxide to clean its buses, further demonstrating its

external use as a weapon against the Wuhan cu. thenewamerican.com/chlorine-dioxide-to-treat-covid-yes-says-dr-manuel-..
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Yes, MoMac46, the hypocrisy is abysmal. It is not legally and morally acceptable to restrict people's rights and ?nancial access to

force them to undergo an experimental “vaccine” or any other medical procedure. Who decides what medical procedures are

acceptable to enforce? Who becomes the almighty and benevolent supervisor of the path of the health of every human being. The

adoption of "green capitalism" by the private sector appears to be yet another trick to avoid a real reckoning. If business and

?nancial leaders were serious, they would recognize the need to drastically change course to ensure that this planet remains

hospitable to all humanity now and in the future. The notion of green capitalism implies that the costs of tackling climate change

are too high for governments to bear on their own, and that the private sector always has better answers. The link is very

descriptive. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/green-capitalism-corporate-climate..
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Thanks Rose. In the latest episode of "Doctors and Scientists," Dr. Brian Hooker Ph.D., PE, was interviewed with Dr. Jessica Rose,

Ph.D. to discuss the caws in the vaccine injury surveillance system that was established by the CDC and FDA more than thirty

years ago. Dr. Rose is an expert in biomathematics and molecular research. In January 2021, she used her skills as a

computational biologist and began analyzing data in the Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS).

Each week, she downloaded publicly available data sets from VAERS, comparing entries week by week. She found that reports of

vaccine injuries disappeared from week to week. Each week, the data is updated in the VAERS system. She discovered that some

of the data was overwritten and disappeared from the system. He also found that "hundreds of thousands" of covid vaccine injury

reports were overdue and did not appear in a timely manner to alert healthcare professionals to serious problems with the vaccine.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-tv-doctors-scientists-brian-ho..  ~

cf5e727d-d02d-4d71-89ff-9fe2d3ad957f.?lesusr.com/ugd/adf864_0490c898f..
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Thanks fvtomasch, the hypocrisy is overwhelming the congresswomen taking ivermectin. and the AMA wants people to die from

the Wuhan coronavirus. The trade group is working to restrict Americans' access to hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and ivermectin, two

safe, effective and inexpensive early treatment remedies for the Chinese virus. it is taking a position of medical fascism that does

not even recognize the right of physicians to prescribe the drugs they deem appropriate for their patients.

“The American Medical Association (which represents only 12% of practicing physicians and receives more money from the

federal government than from its waning membership dues) and two national pharmacy associations (which receive corporate

support from COVID-19 'vaccine' manufacturers, P?zer, AstraZeneca and Johnson & Johnson) have decided ivermectin should not

be used to treat this virus despite widespread successful treatment with this drug (discovered in the late 1970s and used in

humans since 1988), ”write Robert Marshall and Dr. Bernard, Pegis, MD , for LifeSiteNews.

www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/pro-abortion-american-medical-association..  (Oct 22, 2021)
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A pediatric  rheumatologist wrote a letter of concern to the FDA in December, 2020 warning about the potential for MIS.  And here

we are.
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MoMac, you're right, it's hard to see an end when the dark side has so much wealth and continue to seize more and more.  Money

is power and they have it all.  There is some hope, which is that a severe culling will occur.  It's distressing to wish for such a

calamity but what else could work?  Even if the myopic ones wake up because the evil becomes impossible to ignore, as soon as

they can they'll revert to form.  We need a reset quite different from what they  have in mind.  I think the odds are against such a

culling but some like Mikovits predict it as a certainty.
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Paul- that was CLASSIC!  Thank you for sharing!  ...And this message was brought to you by P?zer!
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Quote from Dr. Adam Annevit:  "So if you still need a booster after being fully vaccinated, and testing after being fully vaccinated, and

hospitalization after being fully vaccinated, and masks, social distancing & lockdowns all after being fully vaccinated; then it's time to

admit you've been fully CONNED."  However, as Mark Twain said, "It's easier to fool people than to convince them they have been fooled."
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Dianna, 

😊

 your comment reminds me of Fauci the liar, especially when it comes to the masks. Fauci was asked about returning

the mask mandates, even for those who have been vaccinated. He said, “You know, Jake, this is under active consideration. If you

ask, am I part of the discussion? Yes, I am part of the discussion. But I think what you're looking at, although from our conversation

at this point, the CDC still says and recommends that if you're fully vaccinated, you don't need to wear a mask inside. "

Fauci is never as simple as that. Remember, this is the man who ?rst said he didn't wear masks, then he said he wear one mask,

then he said it would be nice to wear two masks. His reasoning was that "science is evolving". !!!. Yes, the bogus science that leads

to "vaccines"

thenewamerican.com/fauci-unvaccinated-to-blame-if-vaccinated-are-force..
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Some will mask, distance, and take boosters till they die in earnest. Not like they are living as things stand. Sunken cost fallacy,

normalcy bias, and ego come into play. "But vaccines have always been required for children to go to school." Notice how the same

people who screamed non stop if you compared Covid to the cu, now insist these boosters are no worse than cu shots? Not fond

of cu shots either. But this is much deadlier. And there's talk of 5-7 boosters being required per year. Lots of dead and injured will

help bring on the Reset faster.
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Dianna - you said it!  Thank you for this!   Hopefully one day people will understand!
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We need to centre upon the lawyers that wrote the contracts. It will remain my opinion that you cannot force a contract in law when the

contract becomes a means to severely damage the health of the recipients of the treatment. That the claims are a lie and that makes the

contract ultra vires; beyond the law. As such, the International Criminal Court in the Hague should add their names to the now long

awaited charge sheet for crimes against humanity. Indeed, to bring the use of the rule of law into such disrepute has to be challenged; we

must clearly show the illegality of the use of law in such matters . . . the attorneys must be brought to face a court of law; which in turn

must bring this activity to a complete stop by . . . at the very least . . . throwing these attorneys into a jail for life. The rule of contract law

must command respect; or accept that the rule of law has been deeply compromised.
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What is clear, ChrisColes, is that anti-vaccine mandates violate people's freedoms and set a dangerous precedent for a tyranny that

violates freedom of choice. Many public and private entities have issued mandates requiring employees to receive the Wuhan

coronavirus vaccine. A pilot has called on Americans to reject these vaccine mandates and defend health freedom. The TikTok

user, an 18-year-old pilot, mentions in the video that he faces an ultimatum: get vaccinated or lose his job. "I've been told that to

continue my career as an airplane pilot, I need to get vaccinated, which really means I have to choose between putting food on the

table for my family and my freedom of choice," he says.

He may think that being forced to wear a mask or get vaccinated is insigni?cant. But when you start compiling mandate after

mandate and loss of freedom after freedom, it becomes very signi?cant. “We, the American people, have fought for freedom for

257 years. We go around the world spreading ideas of freedom and democracy. We help other countries and people to ?ght for

their freedoms while ours are stripped away, ”he says. Other pilots also subsist to the mandate of the "vaccines"

www.tiktok.com/foryou?is_copy_url=1&is_from_webapp=v1&item_id=..  ~ liveandletscy.com/american-airlines-pilots-vaccine
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Do you consider that there is still time to do that? If the thief has already become accustomed to entering a house without

opposition, surprising the good faith of the owner, it will not be possible for him to blush and abandon his attitude with mere

reasons of good sense, it seems to me. Perhaps countries with a strong tradition of correct institutional functioning take longer to

admit it, but today psychopaths are not minding themselves and have ALREADY positioned themselves outside of citizen control,

so the action that emerges to restore dignity will be creative again. ...(Will be?)
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anmael  Civilisation has been built upon the strong foundation of the rule of law, leaving us no option but to use the law to correct

the actions of the individuals that are clearly breaking the law. Yes that is often a very slow process, but if we believe in the

concept of civilisation; then we must use the rule of law to put a stop to these unlawful actions. Anything else will make us just as

bad as the present perpetrators. On the other hand, that places a great responsibility upon the shoulders of the law; that requires

we work hard to ensure they accept their responsibility to act. The pressure must remain on the rule of law to act; that is where we

must place our efforts.
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It is a crime that all of this is against the Nuremberg codes....all 10 of them! It is against world law that an "experimental

substance" can be forced without "informed consent" and when there are other therapeutics available that work. Their whole fake

vaccine use is not only against the Nuremberg codes, but also the Geneva convention and in the U.S.  article VII of the civil rights

act.
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Indeed, ChrisColes, the ideal is what you. he says, if the system that gave rise to this civilization can still survive in fact. He only

thought aloud, in view of the passing of time, that it seems that rationally elaborated creative solutions may perhaps have to

compete with the chaotic instances that tend to emerge spontaneously as an uncontrollable synthesis. Floods usually leave good
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compete with the chaotic instances that tend to emerge spontaneously as an uncontrollable synthesis. Floods usually leave good

humus, if it's any consolation. But they don't ask for permission.
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Bailey17
Joined On 12/29/2019 8:22:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ChrisColes - "we must use the rule of law to put a stop to these unlawful actions. Anything else will make us just as bad as the

present perpetrators"  Just as bad as the perpetrators?  Do you not believe we have the right to self-defense?  We are under vicious

attack.  Not only would it not be as bad as the perpetrators, it would not be bad at all.
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nyhillbillies
Joined On 6/22/2013 1:31:18 PM
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ChrisColes: That only works if the Judges are not corrupt.

That ship has sailed....
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ChrisColes
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Bailey17 Any form of what would be, under your terms, a civil war . . . bene?ts no one; it is that simple.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

ChrisColes - It's not simple.  It's not simple at all.  Civil war bene?ts no one?  There have been many civil wars fought.  Some are

disasters across the board.  Some bene?t the winners.  Some bene?t most of the losers as well.  The world is, and always has

been, ruled by force and the threat of it for the most part.  Ghandi and MLK were successful with peaceful methods which is

wonderful.  That does not always work.  To remove the threat of force from our side and allow the evil ones a monopoly on force is

a terrible idea.

Force should be a last resort.  For example, I think Lincoln was a monster, not a hero.  Most of the civilized world was able to ban

slavery without having their citizens line up in formation, aim guns at each other, and kill and maim each other by the thousands.  If

he could have ended slavery and preserved the union without war, he would have been a great president.  Of course, you have to be

a wartime leader to be remembered so fondly.  Which implies a lot I won't go into.
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cwc0000
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like P?zer does not want the assets for money, but to use for their nazi/commie globalist leaders in attacking free countries

around the world once we try to arrest them all and bring them to trial for War Crimes.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM
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Truth be told, we are all but children. Heaven help is all. The only freedom we have left to exercise is to refuse the vaccine and it's also the

only path off of the booster treadmill.
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Versatile It is also possible to stay away from the towers ... if you are not able to demolish them ... or refuse to be inoculated (I do

not understand HOW someone in their right mind can allow this in their body or that of their children! I just uploaded this on the

Spanish Mercola page If anyone wants to read it, see it, listen to it, translate it: the topic is 5G

ttps://articulos.mercola.com/sitios/articulos/archivo/2021/11/01/pandemia-de-diabetes.aspx   "But if, despite all that Dr. Mercola

recommends, you live near the famous towers ... see this that was published yesterday!

(Especially the links provided by the second anonymous commenter that I copy here, since the ?rst does not seem very

knowledgeable ...) religionlavozlibre.blogspot.com/2020/08/biologo-relaciona-el-covid-19- .. 2 * Anonymous has said that ... Dr

BARTOMEU PAYERAS -in addition- is an artist: www.joseplorman.com/es/blog/la-odisea-daliniana-de-bartomeu-payeras-y- ..I am

another anonymous, and I want to contribute the page of the ?fth column, that of orwellcity, and the search Bartomeu Payeras i

Cifre in Duckduckgo, and his site in Bitchute  Also the proposed video that is not seen on Vimeo! And his participation in

worldfreedomforum.es/.../bartomeu-payeras ~ www.facebook.com/El.Adepto.Iniciado/videos/bartomeu-payeras-cifre-micr ..

www.bitchute.com/.../bartomeu-payeras ~ www.laquintacolumna.net ~ www.orwell.city/.../archivo.html ~ duckduckgo.com
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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And demonstrate against "vaccines." CHD President and General Counsel Mary Holland criticizes the Biden administration for

forcing the American population to get vaccinated against the Wuhan coronavirus vaccine. “I don't want to minimize how diZcult

the situation is, especially for people who are forced to choose between their long-term jobs and take a hit they don't want. It's

putting people in a hateful, coercive [and] unfair situation, "Holland says during" The Robert Scott Bell Show "on Brighteon.TV. Host

Robert Scott Bell shows a video of Holland's speech during CHD's NYC-Broadway Freedom Rally on October 16 in Times Square in

New York City.

“We are gaining, so let's keep in the forefront of our minds where we are going. We are going to a world with no medical mandates.

Individuals and families make their own medical decisions with their own trusted advisors. We're going to a world with no

segregation [and] no vaccine passports. We’re going to a world where school districts listen to parents ’concerns about their

children’s education and their children’s health,” Holland says.

An Oct. 18 Epoch Times report said CHD founder Robert F. Kennedy was also present at the event and spoke before thousands of

attendees. “There is no pandemic exception to the Constitution and the Bill of Rights,” he says

www.brighteon.com/e16cd958-5359-4eb9-86cc-9acb2c1732f3  ----------

www.theepochtimes.com/thousands-protest-against-vaccine-mandates-at-ny..

 ~ childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/state-legislatures-reject-proposed..
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The only outcome I can predict from this madness of depriving people to earn a honest living to feed his family is that they will be

forced to join the ma?a or organize themself in armed bands of outlaws to be able to provide for their families.God helps us all.
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Weird how they want us to CHOOSE the vaccine. Even under extreme coercion they want to make it clear it's voluntary. Like

participating in a religious ceremony.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rensmith23zohomail.com - excellent point. They even want us to "choose" our booster poison.
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Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What does it say when one Too Big To Fail, Big Pharma, (actually just one spoke in a bigger wheel,) can dictate to the U.S., supposedly the

strongest gov't in the world, let alone gov't's across the world? Dictate terms & conditions concerning not only the health of individual's

but whole countries & their societies? How twisted has it become when what few safeguards left have been dismantled, removed from a

system already perverse in promoting non-healing "treatment's?" What does it say when one Too Big To Fail has dictated to a whole coor

in our Modern Tower Babble, the coor of Legacy Media. The information center for the Modern Tower of Babble spouting - Babble.

This morning one talking head babbling about get your kids vaccinated, they had a family member child get Covid & the school had to

send hundreds home - Bull Spit. How is being Jabbed & still catching &/or still passing it on protecting anybody? Especially when

absolute risk is next to nothing & the awareness of dangerous absolute risk from a Jab/s is becoming near impossible to deny, despite

their overwhelming concentration of information distribution. It also seems likely if anyone including children has an underlying health

condition a Jab/s may not be a good thing either. Just one more negative pushing them over the edge. (Also, don't put sick people into

the nursing home populations.)

This area having next to nothing for the oZcial skewed phony cases, in other words someone who was around someone who was also

around someone who was around someone who was around someone who may or may not have actually had Covid counted as Cases.

As opposed to those who actually had an active case. (Understand all that? Scary, isn't it.) Yet now when have massive numbers. It is

explained by huge numbers of kids sent home for bone headed reasons. Just what does it take to shut down Big Parma, Legacy Media, &

the Pied Pipers of Pandemonium & Plan-demics, who must be dancing in Joy?
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Therein lies the rub juststeve "just what does it take"?
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Of course, Just, it is necessary to inform the truth of the harm of vaccines would be a solution to convince people of the serious

dangers of vaccines. In 2021, more than 20,000 deaths have been recorded in just ten months. Up to 97 percent of these problems

come from the new covid mRNA vaccines, not from the rest of the vaccine supply. Instead of removing the deadly products from

the market, the federal government has issued illegal mandates, forcing people to participate in the depopulation experiment. This

could be the biggest caw in the system so far: The agencies that are supposed to monitor data and alert the public to medical

atrocities are the same entities trying to push forward a narrative: that vaccines are "safe and effective."

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-tv-doctors-scientists-brian-ho..  

Some governments are telling the truth. Brazilian President Jair Bolsonaro was censored by Facebook after he posted a video

saying that statistics and data showed that those who received the Wuhan coronavirus vaccines ended up with what appeared to

be Acquired Immune De?ciency Syndrome (AIDS). According to Facebook, the video was removed because its "policies do not

allow claims that COVID-19 vaccines kill or seriously harm people." Alphabet's YouTub e took the same step later, saying the video

had violated its medical disinformation policy. But Bolosano simply shared concerns after reading the data provided by

government oZcials in the UK and what happened raised a very signi?cant problem: Those who are unwilling to accept the oZcial

narrative will be silenced and censored. www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/brazilian-president-censored-by-faceboo..  (October

26th, 2021)
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IDK. Some just like being deceived and ordered around. If enough just said, No. But most will. Watching TV is a choice still. But

most continue watching it. And they can't bear the thought that such evil exists. So they pretend nothing is wrong. And follow

doctor's orders.
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Juststeve, Too true - this farse just keeps on growing.
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Dignity needs to be restored
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One of the last bastions of freedom is the farmer. Even though much land use is highly regulated. Even so, many agricultural workers

have been forced to be vaccinated, just as food handlers have been. It is different if you raise nonfood crops. Having land under your feet

also allows you your own garden space and hunting. Possibly ?shing if you are near water. There is the capitol investment of a well and

septic or composting toilet if that is an option. I encourage people to explore these possibilities.

If you live in a city, your home could be surrounded by raised garden beds, etc. Even an intense patio garden could supplement a lot of

your food needs. So much land is wasted and used only to grow grass and high maintenance landscaping--you get no "$return$" for your

labor. Presently, we are not mowing our lawn as it has produced such an abundant mushroom crop due to my innoculation with spores,

for example.  

Small scale may exempt you in some ways. Planning a modest house will also lower your taxes. For example, we are building a

1-bedroom house that could easily be converted to a 3-bedroom. (Under local tax laws, it is not classi?ed as a bedroom without a closet.

Areas with bookshelves could be converted to closets. You could also knock a doorway thru to a hallway closet.) Study your local tax

laws before you build. It could save you a lot of money.

Consider whether you can shave off a few feet to get into a lower tax bracket. If you are older like us, you may not need 2 bathrooms--I

am tired of cleaning an extra bathroom that sees little use. We claimed an "oZce space" in an outbuilding. It also serves as a

guesthouse--very practical isolation during a pandemic. Taxes are low as long as there is no kitchen stove--there is a wood stove, toaster

oven, electric fry pan, hot plate and crock pot. It is not considered a livable residence for tax purposes without a kitchen stove. There is a

shower, toilet, only a kitchen sink. -continued-
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-continued- There are simple ways to work with nature. One of our special interests is in planting trees of all sorts. Consider not

only trees, but also the undergrowth. What will grow at tree level, the ground underneath them and also beneath the soil. Bee

keeping may be a compatible project where a tree provides shade in summer, but leaves fall off to allow sun in winter, for example.

We need to enlarge our turn-around for trucks. We will want to keep the area open and free of undergrowth. Our solution will be to

plant black walnut trees along the edge of the intersection of roads. Even though they grow slowly, they are hardy and will

eventually leave the soil barren for as much as 80' underneath them. The advantage of this is that occasional truck traZc will drive

over the black walnuts to remove the hulls.

TraZc pollution will not be much of a problem. It is also important to have a turn around for big trucks--and ?re trucks! We have 2

gates as an entrance and exit. You would be surprised at the difference this makes in getting deliveries. Truckers often work us

into their tight schedules because they know our drive-thru is a fast and easy in-and-out for deliveries and picking up loads.  

I have also planted/propagated elderberry trees and pusy willows along the roads. Some things that will go wild are not worth the

garden space (fencing from deer) and maintenance. Crab apple trees seem impervious to deer, with minimal fence surrounds,

unlike orchard apple trees. We are also saving native trees already growing in their habitats--oaks, nut and medicinal species.

If you own land, take time to walk it and identify useful native species of all trees, wild foods, "weeds" and herbs. You will likely be

surprised at the abundance once you educate yourself. Also, consider them as browse for wildlife. (Good for hunters to recognize.)

Further, you may want to set out buckets of fresh water or plan water sources for wildlife and bees, esp. hot summer days.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Farmers of the World, are the Saints of the planet. They "FEED" humanity! Yet in just about any corner of the World, are treated

like the dirt that the food is produced on. Obviously that mindset is not sustainable moving forward. So become the witness to the

BigPharma, when it merges and switches titles and name, and operates as a food conglomerate.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wallguy and all... When society moves in the wrong direction, self-reliance is your best option.  Even though your land can be

con?scated, all the forests, open spaces and water ways cannot be totally closed to the public.  Pay special attention to nearby

resources.  That is why it is also necessary to understand traditional ethnic ways of life.  There have been many societies who

have lived off the land without agriculture.  It has never been easy, but it has been understood.  So much "tribal knowledge" that

was once passed down from one generation to the next has been lost.

Guerilla gardening is also a possibility.  However, you must be very smart about it or it will be a waste of time and money.  Plant

hardy perennials that do not attract wildlife in areas where others are unlikely to ?nd and forage from them.  They must still be

accessible to you.  Best if they are crops not easily recognized.  They may be hidden in plain sight, even among weeds that grow up

around them--rhubarb and asparagus along fence lines, for example.  Let garlic go wild so you will have plenty of garlic scapes as

a spring vegetable.  Remember the locations of forgotten homestead apple trees.  Wild nut and acorn trees.  Greens like

chickweed, purslane and dandelion.  

Wild berries of more sorts than supermarkets sell.  Do you have a clean stream where you can start watercress?  Fish?   Jerusalem

Artichokes?  Innoculate mushroom spores on stumps hidden away from roadsides.  Grapes vines may be diZcult to hide and

critters love them, but they can produce a bounty if you ?nd a place for them.  Let yarrow go wild in a meadow--for medicinal uses

or an an ancient bitter herb for brewing.  Milkweed and cattails.  You can collect the seed you ?nd in the wild for planting. You can

wild harvest tree and plant seedlings and transplant them--or learn grafting with cuttings.  Integrate edible ornamentals into your

landscaping.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wallguy... continued- Spend several days walking your land or a nearby "open space", often govt land or right-of-ways.  Take a ?eld

guide, a notebook and also take photos.  You may even want GPS to record.  Look for wild plants that are edibles.  identify them

and their locations. You may even wish to take a separate day to look for different foods--fruit nd nuts, herbs and greens,

mushrooms, etc.   Make this walk at different seasons so you can observe changes.  Keep records.  Keep a calendar.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Been thinking. With the supply chain disruptions farmers might do well to rent out their acreage to become micro farms for the

local residents. Half a farm of 400 acres could feed a town of 1500. While the IRS is trying to monitor bartering, it's still worth

opting for produce since it can't incate like our currency.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rensmith... No farmer wants that.  400+ households on your land with all those problems and liabilities for so little pro?t from each

plot?
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wallguy, merely that someone is a farmer does not make them our friend.  Those corporate lands must be farmed by someone and

they, certainly, do not care about anything other than the bottom line. All about me I see how much the land has changed.  Desert

has been "reclaimed" by pulling water from the Columbia to grow thousands upon thousands of acres of grapes and apples.  I have

never seen a poor apple orchardist, if he had one hundred or more acres of fruit. What scares me is, how far their irrigation drops

the Columbia, which means private wells go dry with the thousands of new orchards, vineyards and the occasional crop ?eld.

About thirty years ago, I attended a public meeting about wells and the Columbia.  It was said the river dropped at least one foot, at

the Wenatchee, Washington, area then. Today, that has to have doubled. This becomes even more scary when I drive up the hills to

Yakima and see all the irrigation circles operating off wells depleting those water tables. THEN there is the tons of insecticides,

herbicides and fertilizer going through the sand into the water tables and the Columbia. It's not about saintly work, it's about

obscene pro?ts, the little guy aside.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

dejure and all... One more reason to moce higher up the mountain, drink the water ?rst and raise your own food.
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Bailey17
Joined On 12/29/2019 8:22:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dejure, your description of farming is more apt for my part of the country as well, which is midwest corn belt.  Most farmers have

no interest in nature or its beauty.  It's pure business.  Any land that's left untilled is because it's not pro?table to plant.  As soon as

it becomes so, it is most de?nitely NOT wildlife habitat any longer.  There are exceptions, like the family I get eggs and raw milk

from.  They are the outliers.  It's all about planting every tillable inch and poison, poison, poison for most of them.  They are NOT

friends of the land, or us.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bailey... You have another serious problem in the corn growing Midwest.  Esp. in the many places where the water tables are high.

 That is why you see farmers digging ditches for drainage.  Chemical tend to accumulate in run off, enter other plants at

concentrated levels, or enter rivers and streams.  They enter drinking water. You can ?nd maps showing areas esp. contaminated

with glyphosate and atrazine. www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=Isv2gBgY&id=8D0E..  ~

www.bing.com/images/search?view=detailV2&ccid=%2bEyAVTzI&id=52..  I would also question, whether over time, esp. since the

WWII era, govt at the Rock Island Arsenal might have disposed of toxic wastes by dumping them into the Mississippi River.  You

would want rapid dispersal so your enemies could not reverse engineer your projects.
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mirandola
Joined On 6/27/2014 7:00:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is perfectly obvious that the governments have been silenced and are in cooperation with BigPharma, the new governor of the entire

globe. In the USA, Citizens United has to be overturned. This misnamed act spreads misinformation, that citizens are united as a team>

Nonsense. Instead it grants the power of a voice to the corporations (BigPharma, in this case) as a voting voice. The higherups will stoop

so low for their sponsors.

The problems are that A) The Constitution was never drafted as A Government Of/By/For the Corporations. Instead, it was drafted as a

government of/by/for The People. That's where Citizens United is unconstitutional, right on its face. It has to be overturned. B) We the

People, it just so happens, are big tax payers. I did the math decades ago, in the 1970s before population exploded even more. Back then,

a $56 million dollar fund had been cut back, costing the tax payers 28 cents per year. Meaning, that for every penny we each collectively

pay in, the pooled ?gures became 2 million dollars. That was, to repeat, before the population expanded even more. So who is to say, and

what is to say, that We the People must pay to be abused? This is unconstitutional right there, too. The Constitution was drafted to

protect The People from such abuse and over-reaches.

I don't want to hear from any people on this forum who counter that the Constitution means nothing and that invoking the laws means

nothing. This is foolish and I do not approve. We must invoke the law. If you want to truly ?ght for your country, put down your guns and

invoke the law, pick up your pens and write! It is time to lay down the law, with the lawmakers, otherwise known as lawBreakers. And if we

don't, then they become emboldened, running over us roughshod. Our silence is our complicity. When will the real Americans stand up?

Peaceably invoke the law. The powers that be respect people who know the law. Hold them to it, we pay them for it!
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The powers that be do NOT respect people who know the law or those who demand its validity, looking at it. And that and no other

is the starting problem, in the current circumstance. It is good to realize this, because otherwise space is being given to the

 dictatorship. You will have seen yesterday when the heads of State (G20) posed for the photo without muzzles, while the

experts-in the same registry-were with their masks on ... Can you. interpret that symbolism? Or imagine who designs this behavior

and its diffusion? They get emboldened when people go to get vaccinated and obey by taking their children to the slaughterhouse.

When they obey everything without opposing it. There they ?nd footing to continue advancing.
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Glastian
Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

mirandola, couldn’t agree more with your opening statement re governments and big pharma. Here in the U.K. recently the

government managed to avoid a vote on extending the Coronavirus Act for another six months, the extension being passed by

“ayes” against “nays”. There are over 600 Members of Parliament, only around 40 (yes, 40!) bothered to turn up for this extremely

important debate, the Speaker of the House couldn’t be bothered to attend either, sending instead his deputy. Her performance is

nauseating in the extreme, as are the braying asses shouting their ayes and nays. Why bother writing to your MP, if they can’t be

bothered to represent you in such a crucial matter as this? The video of this farcical vote

 thewhiterose.uk/does-this-look-like-democracy    sums up why the present system of government in the U.K. needs to be

consigned to history.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM
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Well said Mirandola: PFIZER. Their wealth before our health. They got ?ned for their drug dealings and are convicted felons. So

why would anyone trust them?  Yet our Govt's allow them to be unscrupulous co-pilots in an out-of-control, no-liability, pro?teering

j@b agenda.  If this isn't a sign of Mengele-pHARMa $$-style insanity, I don't know what is: twitter.com/.../1  Perhaps we all need to

urgently sign the petition you mentioned previously, headed by Richard M Fleming, PhD, MD, JD  to bring the complicit criminal

individuals to justice for deliberate Crimes Against Humanity:

www.petitions.net/investigation_and_prosecution_of_those_individuals_r..
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Very much agree, Mirandola. The list below was collated by Gary G. Kohls, MD – 2021. To back-up the accusation of “criminality”

of Big Pharma corporations like vaccine-maker P?zer, I attach a list of 14 P?zer drugs that were FDA-approved for marketing

before long-term safety Studies were done (Note that the corporate-controlled 1986 US Congress passed a law – signed by

President Ronald Reagan - that made it against the law to sue pharmaceutical corporations for deaths or injuries caused by their

vaccines!)

P?zer is one of the largest multinational pharmaceutical (drugs and vaccines) companies on the planet – and one of the ?ve

largest vaccine manufacturers (the ?ve are P?zer, Sano?, Merck, GlaxoSmithKline and Johnson & Johnson.  (AstraZeneca is # 10).

P?zer has faced hundreds of thousands of lawsuits – just in the US - for fraudulent marketing and medical injuries caused by its

most pro?table, drugs.

P?zer holds the record for the largest ?ne paid for a health care fraud lawsuit ?led by the U.S. Department of Justice. P?zer paid

$2.3 billion in ?nes, penalties, and settlement for illegal marketing claims. Here is a partial list of 14 of P?zer’s most dangerous,

most litigated, most potentially lethal drugs. (NOTE:  If any reader had adverse effects to any of these P?zer drugs, he/she might

want to consult an attorney). Celebrex, Bextra, Geodon, Zyvox, Lyrica, Neurontin, Protonix, Prempro, Chantix, Depo-Testosterone,

Zoloft, Effexor, Lipitor, Xeljanz, etc

Celebrex and Bextra: Prizer promoted its two COX-2 pain relievers Celebrex and Bextra which generated 7000 lawsuits and a $894

million settlement. Both medications were me-too drugs similar to Merck’s infamous Vioxx, which caused 50,000 lawsuits because

of cardiovascular deaths and injuries. Merck settled most of the cases with a $4.85 billion settlement.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Geodon, Zyvox, and Lyrica. P?zer paid $1 billion to resolve allegations under the civil False Claims Act that the company illegally

promoted four drugs – Bextra; Geodon, an anti-psychotic drug; Zyvox, an antibiotic; and Lyrica, an anti-epileptic drug – and caused

false claims to be submitted to government health care programs for uses that were not medically accepted indications.

NEURONTIN: P?zer paid out $142 million for committing racketeering fraud in the marketing of Neurontin.

PROTONIX: As part of a larger group of proton pump inhibitor lawsuits, P?zer faced a number of Protonix lawsuits after it acquired

drug company Wyeth who had been accused of marketing the drug for unapproved uses. In 2013, P?zer agreed to pay $55 million

to settle illegal marketing claims, but the company may still be facing lawsuits for permanent kidney damage caused by Protonix.

PREMPRO: Nearly 10,000 Prempro lawsuits were ?led by women who had been diagnosed with breast cancer. The lawsuits were

largely settled by 2012 for about $1 billion.

CHANTIX: P?zer faced about 3,000 Chantix lawsuits ?led by people who claimed they experienced suicidal thoughts and

psychiatric disorders after using Chantix for smoking cessation. P?zer set aside about $288 million and at least some of the cases

were settled. DEPO-TESTOSTERONE: Thousands of cases of medical injury due to testosterone replacement therapy have been

?led. Other drug companies have paid $ billions to settle their cases, however some P?zer testosterone lawsuits were dismissed.

ZOLOFT: About 250 Zoloft lawsuits were ?led, claiming P?zer actively promoted the use of Zoloft to pregnant women despite

knowledge of birth defect risks from their research.
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EFFEXOR: Effexor was a medication originally produced by Wyeth which has also been the cause of multiple lawsuits. People who

?led Effexor lawsuits claimed that it caused birth defects, and separately, suicidal thoughts and behaviors. In September 2015,

Effexor lawsuits were dismissed but may have been eligible to re?le. LIPITOR: P?zer’s drug that lowers cholesterol (but only

minimally decreases heart attack and stroke risk) causes serious muscle necrosis (death), muscle weakness, diabetes and other

unforeseen health defects has generated billions of dollars of lawsuits. XELJANZ: P?zer had failed to do long-term safety and

eZcacy studies on its new arthritis and ulcerative colitis drug prior to FDA-approval. Xeljanz was therefore only belatedly

acknowledged by P?zer to cause cancer, serious cardiovascular events and venous thromboembolism (such as pulmonary

embolism or deep vein thrombosis). Many lawsuits are now in progress.
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Environmental Pollution Lawsuits Against P?zer. In 1971 the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) asked P?zer to end its

long-time practice of dumping industrial wastes from its plant in Groton, Connecticut in the Long Island Sound. The company was

reported to be disposing of about 1 million gallons of waste each year by that method. In 1991 P?zer agreed to pay $3.1 million to

settle EPA charges that the company seriously damaged the Delaware River by failing to install pollution-control equipment at one

of its plants in Pennsylvania.

In 1994 P?zer agreed to pay $1.5 million as part of a consent decree with the EPA in connection with its dumping at a toxic waste

site in Rhode Island. In 1998 P?zer agreed to pay a civil penalty of $625,000 for environmental violations discovered at its research

facilities in Groton, Connecticut. In 2002 New Jersey ?ned P?zer $538,000 for failing to properly monitor wastewater discharged

from its plant in Parsippany. In 2003, shortly after P?zer acquired Pharmacia, the company (along with Monsanto) agreed to pay

some $700 million to settle a lawsuit over the dumping of known-to-be-carcinogenic PCBs in Anniston, Alabama.

In 2008 P?zer agreed to pay a $975,000 civil penalty to resolved federal charges that it violated the Clean Air Act at its former

manufacturing plant in Groton, Connecticut in the period from 2002 to 2005. Environmental groups in New Jersey have criticized

as inadequate a clean-up plan devised by P?zer and the EPA for the American Cyanamid Superfund site in Bridgewater, which is

considered one of the worst toxic waste sites in the country. P?zer inherited responsibility for the clean-up through its 2009

purchase of Wyeth.
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Right on, Mirandola.  Tyranny tends to have a short shelf life where it is not the historical norm.  The reason it has been tolerated

here is that so many simply don't recognize it.  Abuse of power against people peaceably standing up for our rights can only

destroy the illusion, as it did in the US with the Vietnam war.
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Next time a burglar breaks in at night, I'll peacefully tell him that he is breaking the law. I'm sure he will apologize and offer to pay

for the window he broke.
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Thank you all! Anmael, I have seen police and judges back down and even reverse course, when the law is invoked. People need to

hold boundaries with them.

Guillermou, what an incredible job you did researching! You have just about written an article ,thank you! All of that has to come

out in the open. We bloggers should post what you just wrote, everywhere! Very helpful and important.

Glastian, I actually wonder (not saying I am right) if the politicians didn't want to participate in this conversation given how charged

it is? Maybe they too have a few thoughts in the other direction ,just secretly and quietly? I wonder to what one can attribute the

lack of attendance for that particular topic at that particular meeting? hmmm, interesting.

Newlands Wanderer, thank you for always being part of the solution. I did not think to post that petition, and you are right.

Gratitude!

Balhawk, thank you. A friend from the Iron Curtain commented that Americans are too educated in the freedom model to accept

dictatorship. I am sure the same applies to many other countries. Much appreciation!

Rensmith, believe it or not if you threaten police and lawsuits on an invader, they will probably run away. Bullies respect people who

do not back down and who stand very ?rmly with them. But don't take my word as I have no experience in such a situation!

God bless and be well! Thank you again!
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Mirandola, ¿Respond to my post by commenting summarily that you. Have you seen judges and policemen back down when the

law is invoked, and do not even mention the terms I put forward? Know that many others cannot share statements like yours based

on the mere limitation of their own personal experience. He already sees that their institutions are crumbling and are of no use to

prevent severed freedom. That is happening all over the world, and it is not because its judges slept. Endless situation analyzes

are functional so that nothing changes. Among other things because the days -still- have only 24 hours. Taking the liberty of not

answering to impose points of view and lean on those who think as oneself, is far removed from critical thinking, from the search

for truth and from any method that can be called scienti?c.

My post has expressed real facts, not opinions. Now I am going to ask something, to understand your point of view: Do you really

believe that things can change by visiting the judges and policemen one by one to remind them of their due adherence to the law

when their constituents ignore it with all the arrogance that is? in sight, signing contracts of the size of what you consider today

the note from Dr. Mercola that we are commenting on and everything else? We cannot continue in this way, dear Mirandola: the

strategy cannot be that. Not anymore. I greet you. respectfully, Ana María.
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Hypnotize Kids?! Insanity As Last Pieces Put In Place Before Boosters Mandated. STAND UP NOW!

www.bitchute.com/.../AUebMiAz2AwZ
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Yes, Laura, the FDA cannot allow children to suffer serious consequences with the "vaccine" against Covid and make families

suffer who will see their children get sick and become slaves of the Pharmaceutical Ma?a. Children's Health Defense (CHD) said it

will take legal action against the FDA if the agency grants Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) for the P?zer-BioNTech SARS-CoV-2

vaccine for children ages 5 to 11. In a letter signed by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., CHD chairman and chief legal counsel, and Dr. Meryl

Nass, member of the CHD Scienti?c Advisory Committee, Kennedy and Nass wrote: “CHD will seek to hold you accountable for

recklessly endangering this population with a product that has little eZcacy but which may put them, without warning, at risk of

many adverse health consequences, including heart damage, stroke, and other thrombotic events and reproductive harms.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/chd-legal-action-fda-eua-p?zer-bi..
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Often only deaths are considered... less so than adverse effects.  However, the cardiovascular conditions, especially, will shorten

the lives of many of these children.
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Let's help change the narrative. Instead of mandate, which sounds slightly legal and reasonable use "order."  Is it lawful for anyone to

"order" another to submit to injection of poison? Clearly not. When there is coercion or fraud, that is assault and battery. That gives rise to

civil and criminal assault and battery. There are other legal remedies besides assault and battery. As usual they're bluZng. Get an

attorney - sue everyone involved including your employer, doctor, hospital . . .
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Also, the Prep Act may well be unconstitutional as written and/or as implemented. The Act can be struck down on either basis.

Facts matter. This whole "pandemic" has been carried out contrary to the facts. Call their bluff.
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Dr. McCullough erred in saying there's a whole train of aim on the children for no reason.  There's certainly a reason: to sterilize and

exterminate as any as possible, and pro?teer off the chronic health issues of the survivors.
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It's more than a lust for money. P?zer is backed by misanthropic ideologues. Of the Malthusian school. I've seen a number of

videos of Dr. Mercola's arch nemesis, Killer Gates. I've noticed the only times he laughs in them are when he's talking about

plagues/pandemics killing lots and lots of people.
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Society is collapsing more by the day! Humanity is in (more) serious trouble, if we don't somehow turn this insane psyops around!
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randy... My husband and I talk about this. He is incredibly stubborn, born of generations of conscripted serfs and also Aleuts. His

reply about refusing the vax and being locked down on our land is always the same, "Then, we will have to eat berries and venison."

 (Actually, we save seed and have our fruit trees, too. The most important foodstuff I have stored is salt.) We have been blessed for

many years to ?ll our freezer during hunting season. Already, we hear many people saying, "Why support an illegitimate govt by

paying for hunting/?shing licenses when we need to eat?"

We do not know anyone who takes more than 1 or 2 deer a year and they avoid breeding stock and fawns. Wardens showed up at

the door of a neighbor to question him about getting his limit of many game species wanting to know if he was selling the meat.

His reply was, "I am a poor man and I am unemployed. I need to feed my family."  Unless you have a large parcel of isolated land,

the game will also disappear during bad economic times... either they will be chased out or poached. Fortunately, we have natural

obstacles and barriers from the main road in.  

You can argue about food quality all you want, but I notice that many of the foodstuffs themselves, that have disappeared from

supermarket shelves, are still routinely showing up in food boxes for the poor being given out in this area. Some of these food

boxes are also loaded with organic items, donated by grocers for tax write-offs, that their customers can no longer afford.

Many people will need meat and fats. Plan for that. If you can maintain a cock of 11-2 dozen birds, that may be an option.

Sometimes a modest situation is better than a large investment. Consider what people with vaccine allergies need, too. There is a

growing demand for other than chicken eggs, goat milk, etc. Consider local ethnic markets such as cabrito. You do not need to

control the entire market, just ?nd a stable niche for what you produce. Several sources of $
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Oh my gosh. It’s as if P?zer is holding a gun to the heads of all the world leaders. This should not have ever happened. P?zer needs to be

shut down ASAP. I’m so sick of this. They want to kill the children now. This has to end.
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A lot of world leaders don't need guns held to their heads. Nasty Pelosi would sell everyone in this country for a box of exotic

chocolates and a bottle of Tuscany wine. She hates us. (Even those who vote for her.)
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As noted by one voting member, "We're never going to learn about how safe the vaccine is until we start giving it." You know what this

reminds me of? Pelosi saying, "We have to pass the bill [Obamacare] to see what's in it."
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Glastian, Well said I totally agree with you. I also saw that farse of a UK vote in the House of Commons. Where were all the MPs? How

could that be a proper vote on such an important thing, there were too few there to actually hold a vote. They forget they are public

servants who are paid by the taypayers. I am disgusted by all the MPs behaviour that day and especially the deputy speaker.
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Extremely corrupt big pharma has been working toward this for the last 3-4 decades.  They have used fake drug trials, fake or coerced

patents from the CDC, concict of interest within the FDA, increasing childhood vaccination schedules with no proof that they are needed

or even work and buying favoritism with Congress through extensive lobbying.  Also included is the indoctrination of the entire

mainstream medical system from schooling to doctors to hospitals and their administrative divisions that there are NO allowed

alternatives to drugs, vaccines and mRNA injections.  

Now they see the light at the end of the gigantic pro?t tunnel.  That is forced injections of poison mRNA potions for eternity on 7 billion

people.  This equates to trillions in pro?ts over the next decade.  You can also include the 10's of millions that will be severely injured and

harmed by these concoctions and that will require endless medical care for years on end.  For big pharma, this is the end game of a

murderous, medically induced power play where humans and organizations are held hostage.
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So, it's 'America's P?zer?  We hate their guts & want to see them & the powers behind them brought to justice, but not to be lumped

together with a rogue company.  A so-called 'American' company.  They're using, coercing & threatening their own American employees,

as we suspect they are worldwide in their many concerns.  Aren't they held by the global corporate investment groups Blackrock and

Vanguard? Holding controlling shares in each other, & we can't even know who the holders are in Vanguard.  How do we know the

controlling interest is American?

Whoever it is, they're powerful enough to highjack our own government & put a drooling dementia patient in front of the world as the

supposed 'leader of the free world'.  He's not leading anything, but he's sure fronting for something & someone.  

There's nothing 'American' about this in principle at all: it's all globalist & unConstitutional so far as our nation's laws go. RICO

....Racketeer Incuenced & Corrupt Organization.  This script is rolling out a bit too obviously.  Someone is at war with the world's middle

class & lower, free peoples ....and we'd like to know who's pulling these strings, too.  A multinational corporation with hidden controlling

interests with ties to a couple dozen fronting Foundations and NGO's makes it more than a little diZcult to ?gure that out.  

commie-fascist 101.  It's sure not open free market with the sunshine cooding in & folks free to 'buy' or to refrain.  GOVERNMENTS are

making these deals with CORPORATIONS, not citizens in an informed & freely chosen patient-doctor relationship.  Isn't that fascist &/or

communist by de?nition?
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helpothers
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Bryan Ardis is promoting this information about ivermectin.  I don't know if the website is authentic.  It shows ivermectin has been

approved since July of this year as a treatment.  Maybe someone else can corroborate?

 www.covid19treatmentguidelines.nih.gov/.../table-2e   Today we got word that my dh friend who took the J&J shot was going to the

hospital with covid.  I really hope they don't kill him.
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GoldenOldieUK
Joined On 7/7/2020 3:09:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Today the UK media is full of stories about how intravenous vitamin C can help cure COVID! Apparently there has been research showing

how well it works! Some people have been saying that for the past eighteen months, but clearly they weren’t the “right” people!
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Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

GoldenOldieUK, Precisely like you. points out, it is frequently observed that all the spaces of opinion that contribute to the public

interest in some aspect -not only the state ones- seek to organize themselves in such a way that "their" version of things (story) is

not discussed and / or confronted, since those ends count "clearly", with the "right people". They call this politics, but it is

manipulation.

They simply refuse to respond, which provokes evidence that they have vested interests - at least in their communication

methodology - in those who are unwilling to admit their existence. If the same concept is expressed by an authority that is in the

public space, then they capitalize that in their favor through the generation of interested approvals, but they do not accept the

"shadow" of intelligences that can freely generate content, especially by expanding the context, which is not an obstacle for them

to appropriate other people's rejected ideas if they consider it to be of interest to them.

This defensive stance does not speak in their favor, and casts doubt on their veracity in a general way. You express it very well: the

sayings of those who are not the "right" people, that is, the servers of your "club" should not be exposed, if what it is about is to

monopolize. One person who was having a hard time getting his dose of ivermectin for his own consumption because it was "for

horses" summed it up nicely by saying "well we will have to learn to neigh"!
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11sweetie11
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we have gone from do no harm to minimize harm to try to survive
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Woodcarver
Joined On 3/20/2011 3:47:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Criminals.  The whole lot is criminal.  P?zer is in charge of the world, and it still is not enough.  How much is enough for these

psychopaths?  They are trying to ?ll their empty souls with money and power and control and their souls are just black holes of greed.
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balhawk
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Wow!  This P?zer "safety study" was a veritable masterpiece of spin.  I could not be more impressed. I would bet they very carefully

analyzed the time line for all cause deaths to pick an endpoint at which the deaths for the placebo group were closest to those of the jab

group due to random events as well.
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Joined On 5/5/2021 10:08:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lawsuits? LOL.   P?zer execs and board members have a lot more to worry about when they *knowingly* killed millions worldwide.  If

Govt Justice wont make things right the People will with Healthocracy crimes against humanity trials.  Mengele doesnt hold a candle to

what the Atheists are doing.
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PaulCardin
Joined On 2/14/2021 3:31:54 AM
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Do P?zer have any undue incuence over how the news is delivered in the United States? We suspect they do.

wirralinittogether.blog/2021/10/30/do-p?zer-have-any-undue-incuence-..
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I ask myself--What would Gandhi do?  What would the Godfather do?
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It’s like Squid Game
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herbaltops
Joined On 1/29/2021 9:52:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With all this in mind, the consequence must be taking all involved to an international, criminal court, like the Nuernberg Trails. Doctor's

and Lawyer's need to ?le an hard to counter criminal case. and if it is just to demolish this luciferious Company, and let the world be free

again.
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jer9666
Joined On 3/17/2015 8:51:08 PM
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I HAVE  A DREAM! I have a dream that there is a  Guillotine being built by the Capitol in Washington Dc and it will be ?nished soon... The

world's and America's happiest day will come when we see First Fauci lead the  Parade followed by  Pelosi, then  Uncle Josef Biden Stalin

 followed by that Creepy  laughing Hyena Camel face Kamala (who reminds everyone of Jack Nicholson in in his movie SHINING and fkd

her way to the Top)  and all other CRIMINALS who are way way way worse than ISIS and the NZIS  and  are responsible for the Greatest

crime against humanity in the history of Civilization including the FDA CDC NIH WHO, BIG Pharm  and of course Creepy Billy Gates

traveling the World with his sign "THE END IS NEAR.. Get all the sex you want now!"),  and many many more we'll see their heads roll down

the chute straight  into the jaws of a bunch of angry and hungry alligators! Who would feast and ?ght among themselves to see who gets

the juiciest heads!

These CRIMINALS and others  have PROHIBITED Doctors  from doing prevention and treating patients with cheap safe effective

treatments. .AND worse of all Criminalized those BRAVE Doctors and others who saved Millions using safe treatments.. The criminals

just told Doctors to wait until one turns blue to be forced to be hospitalized and be killed with Remdesivir  which destroys the kidney and

liver  in a few days.. YES No more kidney stones and NO more liver so one can drink all the Booze one can afford.. Followed by  the Grand

Finale for the survivors they tortured them on the Ventilator Incubation to ?nish the Job! And I can see All the millions of people that they

have tortured before murdering them in their money hungry hospitals  RISE from their graves and dance, and sing the Number ONE Song

of ALL Time  "Let's GO BRANDON!' and  clap and party  as they see these criminals burn in hell forever at least! PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE

TELL ME THAT THIS IS NOT JUST A DREAM!!!
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gpb422
Joined On 11/1/2021 5:16:08 PM
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According to VARES- P?zer has the highest death rate, hospitalization rate, urgent care rate, Dr oZce visits, anaphylaxis rate, Bells Palsy…

visit : www.openvaers.com/Covid-data

How can this still neon the market?
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compos_mentis
Joined On 11/22/2020 6:10:33 AM
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As a retired UK lawyer I have launched a new website to give voice to those who have genuine ethical and moral objections to forced

pharmaceutical treatments. https://www.reverence4all.life   ‘provides a non-denominational Personal Beliefs response to unethical

medical mandates, coercion, bullying, sanctions & discrimination, declaring Equal Respect for all forms of life, saying NO! to Genetic

Engineering, saying NO! to harvesting & cloning fetal cells, saying NO! to animal testing, and saying YES! to Health Freedom of Choice.”

A Personal Beliefs Declaration is available for all who share these principles to download,  sign and retain as documentary evidence, if

and when needed, of their Personal Belief rights. An accompanying Facebook group has been launched at:

www.facebook.com/.../reverence4all   And a twitter account ( @Reverence_4_All )  twitter.com/Reverence_4_All   The website is still open

to further on-topic material, so relevant contributions are welcome, please message via the website.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for the link to your website, thanks for caring and acting for positive change in a seemingly entirely corrupt world.

Feeling pretty powerless and so angry with this swift and ruthless trampling of our freedom and rights, it is a source of hope to ?nd

people who care.
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM
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In the real world, even in other countries, an illegal contract is void. For example, in the several states and the U.S., a contract to sell

illegal drugs is void and cannot be enforce by any court. In the states and the U.S., any contract that runs counter the best interests of We

The People and the oaths of our agents are void, but it takes a court staffed by oath honoring judges, rather than the liberal pack of scum

we are  and have been suffering.
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Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM
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Steve Kirch is doing a tremendous, courageous job of unveiling the truth about this genocidal "pandemic" (giving the bene?t of the doubt

about Fauci's real intentions when he ?nanced the gain of function research). It is just too convenient that a franken-virus "escaped" the

lab, killed thousands only in Wuhan, then massacred Italy and Spain, but curiously none of the agencies (NIH, FDA, CDC) were prepared

for a "pandemic" in the US MONTHS LATER -NOT EVEN MASKS FOR THE MEDICAL PERSONNEL. This is TOO STRANGE and

COINCIDENTAL. Then these big pharma mercenaries BLOCKED all treatments other than hospitalizations until the "GOD SEND VACCINE"

arrived.

Once the vaccine arrived they started censoring ALL OPINIONS AGAINST it. When the miraculous vaccine proved to be leaky, mediocre

and short term somehow effective at best - they commanded zombie joe biden to mandate its use -while keeping the censorship in all

mercenary media and the disinformation campaign on existing drugs, decent doctors,  or scientist recommending alternative cheap

treatments.... And since big pharma not only owns the mainstream media (with millions in advertising money) but also the white house

and congress by ?nancing their campaigns-we will have to ?ght this alone.....
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mike.owen1gmail.com
Joined On 3/29/2021 3:17:53 AM
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P?zer scum, people need to take them to court and sue their sleepy asses for trillions and shut them down.
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We dpnate to RFK Jnr CHD who have the legal expertise to act
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Joined On 4/17/2008 2:19:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have a look at this: search.nih.gov/search?utf8=%E2%9C%93&aZliate=nih&query=iverm..   Even the NIH says Ivermectin is a treatment.

This article explains why it has been banned. Follow the money.
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mdbrown7111
Joined On 3/7/2013 1:31:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is stupid. Just arrest these people. Try them and execute the guilty. Take everything they own and sell it to the market. Warn other

businesses this is what happens to tyrants.
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Liberty11
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If the authorities fail to do their job, perhaps a Citizens arrest in Civil Court?
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM
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IF the contract hidden from the public is exposed . . . The contract itself becomes invalid. By their own words, that is the case. Where our

government falls on its face is enforcing existing laws and violations of said laws. Concicts of interest of this nature more than likely are

cause for recalling the people at the FDA (?ring) and a new set of criminals put in their place. Did I say that right? Doctoring has become

all about money. That is the real problem. That skilled specialist? He or She is likely charging a lot of money for what they are doing. Is

there cheap treatments that are close to 100% effective? Not according to the people receiving all of that money in the treatment of

disease.

I ?nd it highly unlikely that the major cash cow businesses of Diabetes, Cancer, Heart Disease, and possibly other health problems have

no real cure except expensive medicine. Thus do not treat the COVID until it becomes nearly fatal in patients? I think there are a whole lot

of professional people that need to be in jail. The key here is the three other drug companies are being excluded by bribed government in

this contract. All three of which should be ?ling court papers as we speak against everyone involved in this contract. Humpty Dumpty had

a great fall. All the King's men could not put Humpty Dumpty back together again.

It is amusing to see how the courts will treat the public knowledge of this contract. Because these professionals show their true nature in

the coming deadly things going on. Hell is full of these past people doing exactly what these people are doing. I suggest the contract will

be enforced no matter who knows about it. The operative standard? Whatever is convenient is also moral. Now we get to see the other 3

wolves in the room and what they may or may not do about the other wolf.
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ROBERT F. KENNEDY JR - TIMES SQUARE RALLY FOR FREEDOM - FULL SPEECH - 10/16/2021 (Use DuckDuckGo instead of Google to

search for it - this video is on Bitchute website - Reddit won’t let me post link) Essentially what Robert F. Kennedy, Jr said is the following:

  1)  P?zer cut its Covid mRNA vaccine clinical trials from 3 years to only 6 months! Why? Because P?zer was alarmed to discover that

vaccine eZcacy plummeted rather quickly. So in order to qualify for FDA license, they drastically shortened the duration of this research

trial.

2) In this clinical trial, there were 2 groups: vaccinated (22,000 people) and unvaccinated (22,000 people). Over 6 months, 1 vaccinated

person and only 2 unvaccinated people died from Covid. So that’s why P?zer claims the vaccine is 100% effective because that one more

unvaccinated person is considered 100% over vaccinated. 3) Within that same 6-month period, 20 vaccinated people died from heart

attacks, but only 14 unvaccinated people did. So 6 more vaccinated people than unvaccinated died from heart attacks. P?zer is obligated

to investigate that to show the cause wasn’t the mRNA vaccine for the coronavirus. P?zer didn’t do it. So that means vaccinated people

have a 48% higher chance of dying from a heart attack than unvaccinated individuals.

4) Then RFK Jr talks about the US Constitution - there were multiple pandemics going on in the American colonies before 1776 - malaria,

smallpox, etc. But the Founding Fathers never included a pandemic clause to allow suspension of free speech or religion. But That’s what

has happened in this pandemic: Censorship by the government and Big Tech against anyone questioning the oZcial narrative about

these vaccines and this coronavirus origin. Churches closed down, but liquor stores allowed to operate because they’re considered

essential services. Churches oftentimes provide the only mental health and community support for people suffering from problems.
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DonPaul77
Joined On 2/4/2021 11:43:45 AM
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A welcome piece! Detailing P?zer's never-ending role and many accomplices toward ending freedoms and creativity for humanity.

However, Ivermectin and other anti-parasitic drugs can treat and even de-toxify COVID victims. Please see 'Ivermectin Saves Hundreds

Thousand Lives' at www.ur1light.com/ivermectin-saves-hundreds-thousands-lives  However, for us, the great majority suffering under the

bio-weapon of a gain-of-function disease laden with spike-proteins and the bio-weapon of gain-of-function 'vaccines' laden with

spike-proteins and worse, the readiest and perhaps only WAY TO WIN is to unite and stand by the millions and billions in opposition to

decimation of the human race through this 'Great Reset.'  We refuse ?rst the Banks behind this horri?c war against humanity.

An INTERNATIONAL DAY of SUPPORT for NATURALLY ACQUIRED IMMUNITY and the DOCTORS, NURSES, FIREFIGHTERS, MILITARY,

PILOTS, POLICE, SCHOOL-TEACHERS and MORE who REFUSE to be POISONED or to POISON. Such a DAY, with millions unto billions on

streets and on screens, with teach-ins, music and further organizing, and with abandonment of the credit-systems that enslave us, can

WORK. We can MAKE IT HAPPEN this month of November 2021, as millions face unemployment and worse and as Governments

continue their assignments from the World Economic Forum to wreck families, Cities and Nations.
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This is a LOT of power given to a private company.  I imagine that a similar contract was made for  Costa  Rica.  And this year we are

celebrating 200 years of “independence”

🤨 🤨 🤨 🤨
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gh/nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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#Guillermou, From your list of piddly ?nes, I guess P?zer is trying to clean up the crumb’s that are lost to humanity with the new exempt

contract’s. I guess this is why we see no action or effort from the world to enforce ‘Crimes Against Humanity’.  GOD SAVE QUEEN, IT’S

GOOD MUSIC
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What a business model
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gh/nn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FDA panel reads like the results of Monsanto ?lling the Organic committee with employee’s that would determine “what” is organic.

My apologies to those who did not know that and feel safe eating organic food. Everything is a gamble. Another reason that the upper

government has a private farm to supply the cafeteria’s of the elite upper crust. It is a parallel to their not having to get the vaccine.

“Excuse me, me and my family are elite … I mean exempt from poisoned food and drug’s!” And to think, Halloween ended at midnight; but

the nightmare continue’s. Taxpayers burden? NOVEMBER 3, 2021

childrenshealthdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/worldwide-walkout-unbran..
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM
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So what is different that 10, 20 and 30 years ago here with big Pharma. Sure they are making a real killing (pun intended) with the whu cu

experimental injections, but when have they not had incredible pro?ts as well as when have they ever been held to account? The

redundancy without accountability is the real issue we face and always have
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anlongo
Joined On 1/11/2012 5:36:23 PM
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I don't know what are all these people that mandate vaccine left and right under the thread to starve the unwilling population .Do they

expect people to sit at home and wait to die of hunger ?  They will ?nd the solution to survive and that will be no pleasant at all for a lot of

us.
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de13stefano
Joined On 9/14/2010 11:16:22 AM
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Who cares about the contracts! Break the contracts, what can they do? Don't pay them a cent! Let them go to court and ?ght it out. If all

Countries did this they might stand a chance!
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They  will never break the contracts, so doing they will not collect the commissions .
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM
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God willing, and in his righteousness, and by his Holy Command, the only "Shot" that I am waiting for myself, is the one that is" heard

round the world".  en.wikipedia.org/.../Shot_heard_round_the_world    Ps. FJB  #FREEBLINDJUSTICE     P?zer must be dealt the blows to

Pfold and P?zzle !
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM
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This whole thing is a war against good and evil. It looks like the only way this is going to stop is when '"WE THE PEOPLE OF PLANET

EARTH" stop it. I prayed that things would never go kinetic, but it looks like the evil entities behind the "scamdemic" are going to do "false

cag's" and blame it on the un-poison jabbed to bring on world chaos and destruction. The problem is that this evil is not from this world,

but is weak here in the fact that there are billions of us and very few of them. Look at history and evidence since the beginning of

recorded time written in text, and on stone. Thats why it is written in the worlds holy books about the times we are in, and the choices we

have got to make.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We are part of this evil. It is sickening that the scum has all risen to the top and determined to crush us down forever. But we have

all played a part in enabling this. It wasn't enough to quietly poison us through drinking water or several foods sold through big box

stores. They wanted to corrupt us ?rst. To get us to turn our backs on grandmas dying alone, to violate our religious beliefs, to

curse out strangers (including) children for not wearing face rags, to ignore our neighbor's cries for help as his livelihood went

under. We are indeed in this together. Whether we win or lose we must ?gure out how to achieve a moral victory and die heroes at

least. Then civilization can ?nish going down the tubes. Sigh  Better hope for divine intervention. Without God, humanity is

doomed.
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Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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The Holy Bible writes of this time, too. A time when men will deny God& be lovers of their own selves, condoning& allying w/ sin,

rather than peaceably& maturely abstaining, separating while giving the reasons why, which is true tolerance& liberty. Freedom of

Association &Freedom of Speech. But now men have their squishy 'living' Bibles& their 'living' Constitution to match:& such nations

become governed& controlled by people of matching groundlessness, unfaithfulness& changeability; having nothing but the

bondage of lust, traditions& philosophies of men so that tyranny& survival of the ?ttest,the law of the jungle,nature red in tooth&

claw,& its bestial AI equivalent is all that is left.

He says, w/o the righteousness of Christ received in place of self-righteousness, those ?lthy& insuZciently covering rags are all a

soul has left: individually or corporately, in union: a 'consensus' of Pharisees&Sadduccees& Herodians. These were not censured

by Jesus for upholding& obeying the scriptures, but for exempting themselves,adding to, subtracting from, twisting God's word,&

joining what is holy& true to the unholy, so that God is blasphemed. Gentiles have equivalents.

He says he will send judgment commensurate w/men's hatred of truth, Himself,& his preserved words.That there will be a great

falling away. A great explosion of technology,& people running to& fro. Wars. Plagues. That he will send delusion on all those who

refuse to love the truth that they might be saved,& that he who now letteth will be taken out of the way:caught up. Likely there will

be few remaining to go up that way, for persecutions& martyrdoms ramp up deceiving 'victors':& if judgment begin at the house of

God (all sons being chastened,& only those found spiritual bastards w/o it)what ofthe world& antichrist religions, many coming in

Christ's own name, uniting?Ultimately around one entity who will deceive many by peace. Revival awakening is marked by

repentance& a voluntary return to the word.
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This is AMERICA! What the hell are we doing? SAY NO. Get your antibodies from Covid! It is safer and more effective as it has been in

past diseases. Get Natural Immunity!
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Already have. But they still want to needle me.
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soupys
Joined On 6/18/2020 3:42:41 PM
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Big Pharma messed up big time ,once. They cured Polio. Just think how much money they could have made since the 50's treating it.

Possibly why Cancer is still here. They have learned their  lesson well. They have a new,big ?sh in their boat,they will not let it get away.
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They did NOT cure polio.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM
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They didn't cure poliomyelitis, which was never caused by the harmless enterovirus that was named for it in the ?rst place.

 Poliomyelitis peaked with peak use of paralytic pesticides in the mid 20th century, and began to decline a few years ahead of the

vaccine, as the worst of these pesticides, BHC (benzene hexachloride, a.k.a., lindane) was phased out.

 harvoa.org/.../overview.htm  

Scientists then wondered about the "paradox of low-income populations", the absence of paralytic disease among indigenous

people who had 100% polio virus infection rates, almost 100% rates of 3 different strains.  The scientists hadn't taken into account

these people used no pesticides.  www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1932461/pdf/ajhg00547-0066.pdf  (see pgs. 72-78 of

the PDF)

Poliomyelitis rates were also highest in the summer in the US, contrary to typical viral illnesses, but perfectly consistent with

pesticide exposure. ia601000.us.archive.org/17/items/SuzanneHumphriesMDDissolvingIllusions..   (p. 222) Also note that this

spike in poliomyelitis went counter to an overall decline in all infectious diseases. And a Michigan outbreak in 1958 found most

people didn't even HAVE the polio virus, a large percentage with no indications of viral "infection" at all.

 jamanetwork.com/.../327642  

That is because viruses DID NOT cause the paralytic disease!   But poisons in vaccine do to tens of thousands in India, who are

stricken with acute caccid paralysis, which is the SAME condition as poliomyelitis, just differently named,  and the incidence of

which was found to correlate with polio vaccine doses, in a tragic medical irony.  pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../2243960
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In the Mccullough video he refers to the "trusted news initiative", here's an interesting experiment, go to google and search for "trusted

news initiative" (with quotes), then in a separate browser window go to duckduckgo.com and search for "trusted news initiative", compare

the results. Obviously, as if we didn't know, Google is engaging in censorship.
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rushcuckoomsn.com
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Add as Friend  Send Message

One quick and simple answer:  How do we bring down Chinese-owned P?zer?
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In "Brave New World", Huxley does not specify who made Soma and how it was distributed, but it is likely that the pharmaceutical industry

was a major player in the World State. The world dictatorship that the proprietors of the Great Reset would like to fasten on us will be

made up of several global capitalist cartels, of which the drug and disease monopoly will be the chief one. It is likely that IG P?zer will be

as predominant in the production, dissemination and compulsory adoption of jabs and viruses as IG Farben was in the production of

biological weapons and poison gas. Whoever sits atop the global-capitalist state, whether the current Dotard or the Round-Heeled

Mongrel or Ocrazio Cortez. will be a puppet of the new "council of the gods" like the one that operated in Frankfurt under Hitler.
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Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM
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Hi! This is so disgusting to jab the children. Dr. David E. Martin says to stop using their own language and call the jabs for what they really

are - bioweapons. See the blog:  www.library4humanity.blogspot. Plenty of great information there.  You can read the transcripts of

various videos and can see/hear the videos themselves, too.  I really enjoy the transcripts more because my "dominant" representational

mode is "visual" as oppose to "auditory" even though I have increased the auditory capacity over the years.  My husband broke his elbow a

month ago so, therefore, I prefer to copy the transcripts and read them later in the evening when everybody (husband and 3 dogs) is

sleeping, and no one wants me for anything.  That is my "peace and quiet" time.  Thank you! Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician

now retired)
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versatile
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Add as Friend  Send Message

"Jesus (not P?zer) said, 'Let the little children come to me, and do not hinder them, for the kingdom of heaven belongs to such as these.'"

— Matthew 19:14  We are all but children...
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anmael
Joined On 5/8/2019 11:56:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, we are less children as we go after the idols of the ego. He also spoke of "becoming like children", and of being reborn of

water and of the spirit ", to enter the Kingdom of Heaven. Kingdom that is not of this world. But because of that condition, it seems

that nobody really cares. The thing that interests the Pharisee is here, the one that can be touched, weighed and measured ... and

matter is king. And so we are. It really is almost rude to speak of faith, in this context.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone has to do something. Thinking of starting an organization for parents to leave the school system. Heard of MGTOW?

How about PGTOW? They won't listen. They keep abusing kids with masks and other crap. They don't teach them anything

worthwhile. Homeschool hubs and other supports and parochial/private schools are the answer.
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Anmael: w/ all due respect, Jesus rebuked the Pharisees for mishandling the scriptures & misrepresenting God, not recognizing

the ful?llment of those scriptures & the Creator & Sustainer of all that is when he was standing right before them as the living Word

& wrapped in real, cesh...truly begotten of God, born of a virgin.  We are also warned in Romans 9-11 KJB that God is more than

capable of graZng the natural branches back in....& even more easily breaking off & judging the unnatural branches graffed in: for

the root bears us all, not visa versa.  

The Sadduccees were rebuked for receiving the Greco-Egyptian & Babylonian philosophy, science & religion: co-mingling, & so

'high-minded' that they didn't believe in matter or the resurrection etc....tho both, w/ the compromising, pragmatic Herodian, sought

power, incuence & the wealth bringing it to them in the immediate & visible. God tells men to believe & gives us threefold witness:

evident in the creation, the conscience,& the word of God.....all men can do that: even a child.  

John 1,3 &8...Romans 1-8, tho most choose to be unfaithful in their handling of convicting truth, not coming to the light in humility

& w/ repentance which reveals every sin, & need....as well as, & before, the remedy in Christ.  That is why they are 'without excuse'

in Romans 1.  It takes an accomplished sinner to coarsen the conscience so as to 'miss it': a sophisticate, to deceive his own self

w/ mental assent & a thousand other little philosophical 'tricks'. Colossians 2:8. Beware the bondage of philosophy& tradition

leaving the simplicity of Christ. 2 Co 11&1Co 15.

Faith, & the new birth of God, are gifts of God which no man can gin up.  But salvation comes by believing& receiving the evidenced

words of God, saving faith. John 1,3 & 8; 1 Peter 1 KJB.  Faith cometh of hearing, hearing of the word of God.  Ro 10:17 KJB.  And

faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.  Hebrews 11:1 KJB.  YET.
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versatile.  I tend to come to a different passage, or two....or twenty...after years of resisting the hidden hand in education, religion&

every institution of man going after the weak, the innocent, the child, the child of God to de?le, corrupt& destroy them. Going after

the keeper at home to tempt them out& seduce them away from their protective, nurturing role& the head, as Adam&Eve...to

destroy God's order& provided protections & coverings. Not honestly& openly, in the light, but occultly, subtly, liars, snakes.

Thieves.

Some more colorful ones from the Prophets which God gave the Jews when they reached a societal state such as we ?nd

ourselves suffering today: as in the days of Noe, as in the days of Lot.  Ezekiel 8's a good one. But ?rst & foremost seeing gloating

witches calling themselves 'educators', 'counselors', authorities of various types, including false religious ones.....rejoice over a

fallen, de?led soul....a broken home, a 'see, they're no better than me' desperately seeking to prove their superiority &

self-righteousness as the bitter master they serve (& only gaining a share of his judgment in the end)....slanderers, accusers of the

brethren, extortionists....the list goes on

God knows it all: these ?rst come to mind: Mt 18:6 But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in me, it were

better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and that he were drowned in the depth of the sea. Mr 9:42 And

whosoever shall offend one of these little ones that believe in me, it is better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck,

and he were cast into the sea. Lu 17:2 It were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck, and he cast into the sea,

than that he should offend one of these little ones.  And then Psalm 2, Luke 20:17-18; Daniel 2; and Revelation 22.  The Bride & the

Spirit with the word call, but so few are coming; iniquity abounds, the love of many waxing cold.  Even so, come, Lord Jesus.
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The Covid vaccines will continue because they are trying to create a new species that will not be considered human.  Believe it or don’t.

This is a global experiment carried out by the Cabal, backed by powerful unknowns!  In addition to the graphene oxide In those shots,

there are “hydras” that are living organisms in there as well, that are alive and move around. It’s all in their published reports, if you can

read highly technical medical reports. And who is behind P?zer? Are they even human ? For a global vaccine takeover to work like it has

so far — there may be something more sinister than we could ever have imagined. Truth is truly stranger than ?ction !
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What is the motivation for that?
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The vaccine zealots haven't been acting human for the past year and a half. So it will be hard to tell when the transformation

occurs.
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The motivation is the age old war against God, & everything God loves & stands for: all things clean, right, true, honest, just, good,

lovely, of good report, holy, & pure.   No member of the fallen race of man quali?es, or is suZcient to win that war but the only one

who was both a son of man & the Son of God: of the Godhead....holy, holy, holy.  Hear, O Israel, the LORD is one God.  And yet,

'Je-ho-vah'....'El-o-him': a singular plurality as men created in his image with body, soul & spirit.

The one David spoke of in Psalm 110:1 KJB:  The LORD said unto my lord, Sit thou at my right hand, until I make thine enemies thy

footstool.  If David calls him 'lord' as a prophet with the spirit, how can he be merely a son of David, or just a son of man, or

blasphemously as Lucifer-Satan speaking through the Serpent & the heathen say: a son of the gods, & ye shall be as gods?

Satan's making his big play as the 'black' master, the roaring lion in the most strongholds....to terrorize, panic& stampede the cock

toward his real goal& 'salvation', all the world uniting around him masquerading as an angel of light& a 'man of peace' to save the

day: waltzing in to usurp the place of God& to extend the dominion taken from man at the Fall: using man to his own destruction in

the doing. Of course,God is not surprised, & has faithfully provided & warned, for eternal life salvation & of judgment, giving many

details concerning how these things play out because men refuse to love the truth& choose Satan. Many will die along the way,

casting their lot w/ Satan's 'white' side in his Isaiah 14 ambition& folly: he is a liar from the beginning, a thief,& a murderer.

Flatterer.

He will come as a false Messiah, but in his own name,& even the Jews will receive him.He will deceive many by peace, but the

honeymoon won't last. He will not regard the God of his fathers, nor the desire of women, nor any god: for he shall magnify himself

above all.  Worshipping a strange god, the God of forces.
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"Turning and turning in the gyre, the falcon cannot hear the falconer." Yeats .. We are getting pretty close to zero point from which there

can be no return. As I write the debate goes on in Glasgow at COP(out)26 about climate change, when the real debate should be about

the vaccine/jab that we are giving our children. PD James "The Children of Men" is prophetic. Putin is massing his tanks on the border,

China is sabre rattling, the world is falling apart and they feast. As I said I know some of the delegates personally, and count one at least

as a friend, who probably might not realise the hidden agenda of Climate Control. Is prayer enough? Ghandhi thought so.
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I don't recommend sitting on hands but as a Christian I hope that Christ will return before humanity destroys itself completely. The

?nal book of the Bible eludes to some crazy stuff. Much of it is from humans too. For those claiming Christians shall not taste the

wrath of God--the Tribulation is the wrath of man. Persecution has always existed, but this will be global. And unless you accept

the NWO as god you will not be able to buy or sell in their new economy. But I know God can feed us outside the system if He

chooses.
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Criminal organizations: the NSDAP, Monsanto, P?zer...all for the same reason.
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Unfortunately, people are brain dead. My son showed me a video yesterday of a father in Australia who is standing in front of his

teenaged boy’s hospital bed, who is there with blood clots and heart problems, and he is telling everyone to go get the shot,  that these

side effects are rare, and do it for “us all.” It literally makes you want to throw up! Evil, all of them...The love of money is the root of all evil,

just as the Bible says
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Reminds me of human sacri?ce. Sacri?ce your son to appease the plague demon. For the greater good.
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Recommend the following from Dr. Ryan Cole.  rumble.com/vohw2d-scientist-shows-jab-effects-in-autopsies.-dont-belie..  "The Pseudo

Reality of COVID-19 (Dr. Fauci)" vs. "Reality of Common Sense."   Your choice.
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I have just decided that I will NEVER buy a P?zer product again.   The whole world needs to make the same decision.   Luckily I have not

taken any jab because they are probably all the same except for this professor in Adelaide https://youtu.be/9x2ieHuj8zU   who cannot get

any support in Australia and is doing his trials in Iran!
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This sounds like a CIA Operation.  Same one JFK said he wanted to spread into a thousand penises and cast into the wind, just before

they murdered him.
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DESTROY  PHIZER !!!    PRAY  THAT  GOD  WILL  DESTROY  PHIZER  SOON .......... AND  PUT  ITS  CEO  (nationality  to remain secret)

 ARRESTED  AND  IMPRISONED !!!
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Yes
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get this book!!!
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And who owns P?zer?  I've read different reports ....some claim that it is the CCP, some say DARPA, others say that it is the globalist

banking cabal hiding in Israel.  Whoever it is, clearly is sociopathic.
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Yes, well quali?ed: "psychopath". The CEO of P?zer, Albert Bourla, is ?rst and foremost a person who only seeks to pro?t from the

terrible "vaccines" and for this we see how he achieves his goals with the agreements with the government and the revolving doors

in the FDA committee. Albert Bourla has always announced that a vaccine-resistant strain of the Wuhan coronavirus could

"probably" emerge and he hopes to reap huge bene?ts from boosters of "vaccines" and now child and youth poison. The reality as

reported by Dr. Mercola is that the greatest risk of establishment of resistant strains occurs when a large fraction of the population

has already been vaccinated, but transmission is not controlled. As this is happening once a large fraction of the population is

vaccinated, legislators and individuals will be forced to revert to pre-pandemic guidelines and will lead to a high rate of

transmission of the virus. www.naturalhealth365.com/vax-resistant-variants-3929.html
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I think non-humans are behind P?zer. They have no compassion for human suffering !!
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Nikki and all...did Public Citizen obtain Israel's secret contract with pFizer ? That was the ?rst country mentioned by MSM in

stories of published post-vax approval, availability, and contracts...
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Would someone please post the names of all of the criminals behind this from the drug companies so the world knows.
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Flowergirl1111, I agree that Bill Gates and his ilk are getting their ideas from an unworldly source.
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The CEO of Phizer is of a certain nationality that seeks to lead the world into a One World Government. You may say there are

many, but the leading one has taken over several industries, all working together toward that goal.  It is not for the purpose of

advancing their nationality or religion however, as they or others may claim or like you to believe.  It is for Power ....... and Control.

 And it will prove to be THIS group or entity that succeeds in the actual achievement of that goal.  That's what the Holy Bible says.

 But their achievement  will not last long.  Thank God.
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Who owns the world?  www.youtube.com/watch

        steverotter.com/rothschild-rockefellers-and-bilderberg-group-secret-so..

Who is watching you? www.youtube.com/watch

         DARPA Lifelog: en.wikipedia.org/.../DARPA_LifeLog

                     www.wired.com/.../pentagon-kills-lifelog-project

         FACEBOOK:  yogaesoteric.net/en/military-origins-pentagon-shut-down-lifelog-projec..

What's the plan?  www.nommeraadio.ee/.../Rockefeller%20Foundation.pdf      

        UN Agenda 21:  

                 69.164.208.4/?les/AGENDA%2021--The%20Plan%20to%20Depopulate%2095%20pe..

        WEF Endgame:  https://alkricher.com/blog-2/

                    China is heavily connected and involved with the UN and WEF.  

                         news.cgtn.com/.../index.html  

                          www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/FP_20200914_china_united_..  

Australia is in dire situation because China wants Taiwan and is setting up to take it.  Australia's ability to side with US or anyone

else to stop it has been destroyed.  newscomworld.com/2021/04/22/china-threatened-to-attack-australia-if-au..    (easier to just

shut it down completely rather than overt attack/invasion).

France's media is controlled by billionaire Vincent Bollore (a member of the shadow government)  - he is backing his Fascist

candidate Eric Zemmour for French President upcoming election.  

It's all connected - research and understand the global picture - draw your own conclusion
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Vaccines have been tainted since the very ?rst one ...even Ghandi proclaimed against such things! Non of them were ever intended to

bring health ...all were following the depopulation agenda as has mainstream medicine since the beginning ! I post here an excerpt from

the precis transcript of Bill Gates Trial  (JAG Tribunal) ...refers mostly to the cu shot since 2001 ... and of course Gates OWNS P?zer ( or

did before his death)!  He presented to the tribunal documents obtained from computers the military had seized during clandestine raids

on several of Gates’ properties across the country. They offered a view into Gates’s secretive dealings with several major pharmaceutical

companies, including P?zer, Merck, and Johnson & Johnson.

One email dated August 4, 2001, Gates made a proposal to then-P?zer CEO Henry McKinnell, and it outlined what any sane and

reasonable person would consider a nefarious agenda—discretely tainting vaccinations with an undetectable poison that would slowly

dissolve the recipient’s cerebellum over many years while simultaneously erode vital organs. Symptoms, the email said, would not

surface for years, and when they did, clueless clinicians would proscribe the illness to other ailments or to a condition called inexplicable

organ failure, a prognosis used when physicians cannot accurately identify the cause of a terminal disease.  By the times symptoms

presented, it would be too late. Gates wrote his “product” could defeat all treatments and remedies.
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Yes, steve49car, Bill and Melinda Gates have always endorsed vaccines and now they support Covid-19 because they are partial

owners of P?zer, BioNTech and CureVac. CureVac. They saw their shares soar 400 percent right after going public. In other words,

the Wuhan cu plandemic was planned for a time like this, achieving two goals: making Bill and Melinda Gates even richer than they

already are, and killing millions with experimental injections of mRNA.

childrenshealthdefense.org/news/bill-gates-fortune-grows-ties-vaccine-..  

In the past, the GAVI Alliance, backed by Bill Gates, bought more than $ 1 billion worth of vaccines from pharmaceutical giants

GlaxoSmithKline Plc (GSK), P?zer Inc. (PFE) and Merck & Co., and is supplying them to 37 different countries. to administer to

children. The plan looks more like a sinister plot to line the pockets of Big Pharma and promote some kind of depopulation agenda

around the world.

You will remember the infamous clip of Gates speaking at the 2010 TED conference, where he suggests promoting more new

vaccines will help decrease the world's population by as much as 15 percent. Also memorable is the moment Gates announced at

the 2010 World Economic Forum that his organization will spend billions to promote genetically modi?ed organisms (GMOs)

around the world, which are known to destroy biodiversity and cause a host of serious health problems

www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2011-09-27/gates-backed-fund-to-buy-1-..  

Bill Gates funded the NGO PATH killed tribal girls in India in unauthorized clinical trials. After vaccination, many of the participating

children became ill and seven of them died. Such were the conclusions of a parliamentary commission charged with investigating

this regrettable matter. The committee accused the NGO of "child abuse" and presented a large body of evidence to support its

claim. greatgameindia.com/bill-gates-path-tribal-girls-india
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Steve., Its been turned into some kind of warped religion, that of corporate pro?ts over human health for sure. The brainwashing

intertwined with the lack of scienti?c backup to support any vaxx claims from Salk's polio intervention up to today is harrowing.

The "safe and effective" mantra can be traced back to the mid-60's. Yet after several generations, the pounding in is nearly

complete as people are all-believing, Worship of white coats and their fake science?
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo, Bill Gates won't need his money much longer after smashing everything so he literally owns the world. His obsession on

more billions--of soon to be obsolete currency--shows a bizarre incexibility of thought. The megalomaniacs are really not that

creative. If you visit the WEF and see how they struggle to understand "vaccine hesitancy" you shake your head. Like they despise

humanity too much to understand it. All they're good at is deceiving and destroying. They can probably build some cool prison/

cities as far as control and surveillance. But the pretty pics are nonsense. I guarantee you they'll look like crap. And their

permanently masked hostages will suffer a slough of mental issues as well as those caused by the incessant jabs. Maybe

Zuckerberg's Meta can keep the serfs from running everywhere frothing. Who knows? I won't be there. Probably ground up for

compost or an impossible burger.
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